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P R E F A C E 
A glimpse of q-analogues of the var ious orthogonal 
polynomials revea ls the fact that the orthogonal q-polynomials 
which drew much at tent ion dur ing the l a s t few decades are 
q-Hermite, q-Bessel, q -Laguer re , q-Jacobi , q -Ul t raspher ica l and a 
host of other q-polynomials . 
Scattered re su l t s on q-Hermite, q-Besel and l ag range 
polynomials and i ts q-analogue necessi ta te a unified study of 
these polynomials . With th is in view the present d isser ta t ion is 
an attempt to embody the r e su l t s obtained in these a reas from 
time to time by different au tho r s . 
The d isser ta t ion comprises five chapters. The first 
chapter covers a comprehensive account of the h is tor ica l origin of 
the va r ious q-polynomials and the upto da te developments made in 
those a r e a s . This chapter also contains va r ious definit ions, 
notat ions and re su l t s used in th is d i s se r t a t i on . The chapter also 
briefly introduces q-Hermite, q-Besel and Lagrange polynomials 
and i t s q-analogues and a brief summary of the appl ica t ions of 
q-Hypergeometric functions in pure and appl ied mathematics, 
physics and other f ie lds . 
In I I chapter or thogonal i ty , characterizfation, weight 
function, genera t ing functions, mul t i l inear genera t ing re la t ions , 
r e la t ionsh ip with q - u l t r a s p h e r i a l polynomials and some other 
proper t ies of the q-Hermite polynomials discovered upto 1988 are given. 
(Iv) 
Chapter I I I concerns the s tudy of q-Besel polynomials 
introduced by Abdi and l a t e r defined in a different way and 
developed by I smai l . The chap te r conta ins recurrence re la t ions , 
cha rac t e r i za t i ons , a dupl icat ion formula, genera t ing functions, 
or thogonal i ty , re la t ionsh ip of Abdi ' s polynomial with q-Whittakar 
functions and re la t ionsh ip between the bas ic Bessel and Lommel 
polynomials and bas ic Bessel funct ions. 
In IV chapter a thorough survey has been made of 
l a g r a n g e s polynomials . Besides, the chapter contains q-analogue 
of l a r g a n g e s polynomials s tudied by Khan & the author in 1991. 
The V and final chap te r is devoted to an exposition of 
severa l a r ea s of pure and appl ied mathematics and other fields 
in which q-Hypergeometric functions have assumed s ignif icant 
importance. Pa r t i cu l a r emphasis has been la id to their 
app l ica t ions to (i) the theory of p a r t i t i o n s , ( i i) finite vector 
spaces and ( i i i ) Phys ics . 
CHAPTER I 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF q-POLYNOMIALS 
>1. INTRODUCTICa^ i. The ordinary hypergeometrie functions 
have been the sub jec t of ex tens ive resea rches by a number of 
eminent mathematic ians . These funct ions play a p ivota l ro le 
in mathematical a n a l y s i s , Phys ics , Engineering and a l l i e d 
s c i e n c e s . Most of the s p e c i a l func t ions , which have various 
phys ica l and t e c h n i c a l app l i ca t i ons and which are closely 
connected with orthogonal polynomials and problems of mecha-
n i c a l q u a d r a t u r e , can be expressed in terms of the genera-
l i z e d hypergeometric func t ions . However, these functions 
suf fer from a shortcoming t h a t they do not unify various 
e l l i p t i c and assoc ia ted func t ions . This draw back was over-
come by E. Heine through the d e f i n i t i o n of a generalized 
basic hypergeometric func t ion . 
A study of general ized hypergeometric s e r i e s , both 
ord inary and b a s i c , provides to a very s a t i s f a c t o r / degree 
a cogent approach towards making a coordinated study of 
s p e c i a l f u n c t i o n s . 
q-polynomials c o n s t i t u t e an important c lass of q-hyper-
geometric f unc t i ons . The present chapter g ives a brief 
account of some of the e a r l i e r and r ecen t researches done in 
the f i e l d of orthogonal q-polynomials« 
As e a r l y as 1905, Jackson [ l 2 l ] s tud ied q-Legendre 
and q-Bessel Func t ions . Weigert [243] in 1923 and Szego 
[220] in 1926 gave polynomials Hj^(X,q) and G^(X,q) r e s -
pec t i ve ly which were found t o be e s s e n t i a l l y connected with 
each o t h e r . In f a c t 
Gn(X,q) = H^(X, ^ ) . 
In 1944, Jackson [ l24] introduced q-analogues of 
Laguerre polynomials and Hahn [IO3] in 1949, gave a fresh 
impetus to the study of q-polynomials . 
During 1956 to 1953 the polynomials of Wigert [243J 
and Szego [220] were s tudied as polynomials r e l a t e d tc theta 
funct ions by C a r l i t z [57, 59 , 6C] and -il-Salam and Ca r l i t z 
[11] and extended them to more general q-polynomiais (cf. 
Al-Salam [?] and C a r l i t z [ 6 1 , 6 2 ] ) . 
In 1965, Abdi [2] defined the basic analogue of the 
Besse l polynomials and Al-Salam and C a r l i t z [ l4 ] s tudied 
some orthogonal q-polynomials . Later in 1967, Al-5alam [s] 
made, a s tudy of q-Appell polynomials and C a r l i t z [63] in 
1972, obtained genera t ing funct ions for c e r t a i n q-crthogcnal 
polynomials . 
Since 1977, we have seen tremendous and renewed in te res i 
in or thogonal q-polynomials both new and o ld . In par t icu la r 
the year 1977 saw the s tud i e s of q-Laguerre polynomials by 
Exton [82, 8 3 ] , q-Jacobi polynomials by Al-Salam and Ismail 
[ l 7 ] and the r o l e of q-or thogonal polynomials in Higher Com-
b i n a t o r i c s by Andrews and Askey [ 2 7 ] . Later in 1978, Dunkl 
[76] obta ined an add i t ion theorem for some q-Hahn polynomials 
and in 1979, Anderson, Milton and Dehesa [2 l ] made a study 
on a gene ra l system of or thogonal q-polynomials . 
In 1980, Allaway [ s ] , Bressoud [5 l ] and Exton [84] 
i n v e s t i g a t e d and s tudied q-Hermite polynomials, Askey and 
I sma i l [33] rediscovered the Rogers q - u l t r a s p h e r i c a l polyno-
mia l s , Dunkl [77] obtained orthogonal polynomials in two 
v a r i a b l e s of q-Hahn and q-Jacobi type and Stanton [214] made 
a study of someq-Krawtchouk polynomials on Chevalley groups. 
In 1981, s tud ies were made of q - u l t r a s p h e r i c a l polyno-
mials by Bressoud [ 5 2 ] , q-Laguerre polynomials by Cigler 
[73] and Moak [ l 5 5 ] , basic Besse l functions and polynomials 
by I smai l [ l l 2 ] and q-Krawtchouk polynomials by Stanton [216], 
The basic analogues of Bessel polynomials and i t s genera l iza-
t i on found by Ismai l [ l l 2 ] are d i f f e r e n t from the one obtainec 
by Abdi [ 2 ] . In f a c t , I s m a i l ' s q-Bessel polynomials are 
o r thogona l , con t r a ry to Abdi*s polynomials, on the un i t c i rc le 
and a r i s e from the basic Besse l functions in the same way 
the Bessel polynomials and t h e i r g e n e r a l i z a t i o n a r i se from 
the ordinary Bessel func t ions . 1982 was the year of inves-
t i g a t i o n of the associa ted u l t r a s p h e r i c a l polynomials and 
t h e i r q-analogues by Bustoz and Ismai l [ 5 5 ] , the zeros of 
bas ic Bessel func t ions , the functions ^y^~ (x)» and Asso-
c i a t e d Orthogonal Polynomials by I smai l [113 ] , asymptotic 
and genera t ing r e l a t i o n s for the q-Jacobi and ^4)3 polyno-
mials by I smai l and Wilson [ l l 9 ] , some cha rac t e r i z a t i ons of 
Appell and q-Appell polynomials by Sr ivas tava [2O2] and 
c e r t a i n q-polynoraials expansions for functions of severa l 
v a r i a b l e s by Sr ivas tava [2D3]• 
In 1983, Al-Salam and I smai l [ I8] observed tha t the 
q-Krawtchouk, the q-Meixner and the q-Laguerre polynomial 
s e t s are a l l of the form {^n^^^^J ^^^^^ ^ ^ orthogonal 
a l though the polynomial s e t s $ ^n^^^ } sore not themselves 
o r thogona l . Bes ides , Khan [ l 3 2 , 133] s tud ied q-Laguerre 
polynomials a t l eng th . Later i n 1987, Khan [ l34] obtained 
q-analogues of c e r t a i n ope ra t iona l formulae concerning q-
Laguerre polynomials . In 1990, Koornwinder [ l40] s tudied 
J a c o b i funct ions as l i m i t cases of q - u l t r a s p h e r i c a l polyno-
mials and M.A. Khan and A.H. Khan [ l36] obtained some charac-
t e r i z a t i o n s of q-Bessel polynomials . As r e c e n t as in 1991, 
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Khan and Sharma [ l 3 7 , 138] s t ud i ed q-Lagrange's polynomials 
and Khan and Amin [245] made a study of q-Rice polynomials. 
2 . DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS. For | q | < 1, l e t 
[a ] = ( l - q ° ' ) / ( l - q ) , (2.1) 
[a]„^q 5 [ a ] ^ = [a][ctf l ] . . . [ c r f n - l ] i [O]Q= 1, (2.2) 
[ n ] ! = [ l ] „ ^ q (2.3) 
(q'*)„= (a)„^q = (a iq)„= (1-q") ( l-q°^^) . . . ( l - q ° ^ " - ^ ) i ( q ^ ) , = 1 
(2.4) 
(q^"-S„=((a,) )^, , = ^U^(q"^), (2.5) 
( q " ) - n == q " ^ ^ l - 2 « > / 2 ( - i ) n / ( q l - o c ) ^ (2.6) 
^ ' " ^ , q 2 = ^ " ' ^ ' ^ - ' ^ ^-^"^"^n.q (2-^) 
(q")2n a = ^"^""^ 2 ^'^^"''^ 2 ^ - 3 ) 
^ '^ n ,q^ n .q ' ' 
n n [n]l (q)„ n 
^ q '' q [ k ] | [ n - k ] | ( q ) k U ) n - k "^  
A gene ra l i zed q-Hypergeoroetxic funct ion i s then 
def ined as 
^C^^'' [ (a^)v(b3)v2] ^^<^^'^ 
(a^)i z 
^a.^n.Q^" 
° i o ( l ) ^ ((b^))^^, (2.1C) 
where q i s c a l l e d the base of the _{) - f u n c t i o n . When 
jqj < 1, the i n f i n i t e s e r i e s (2.10) i s abso lu te ly convergent 
for | z | < 1. 
The ($1 - func t ion y i e ld s as very s p e c i a l cases the 
W e i e r s t r a s s ' s and J a c o b i ' s e l l i p t i c functions and reduces to 
an ord inary hypergeometric funct ion ^Fg as q —> 1. 
Usually in the d e f i n i t i o n of ( 2 . 1 0 ) , z i s not a 
funct ion of n , we may, however, take z to be a function 
of n a l s o . As for ins tance a s e r i e s of the type 
Z -
n=o 




i s denoted by <pg or simply by 0^ (2,>v) 
A f u r t h e r g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of the basic hypergeometrie 
s e r i e s i s provided in the forra of genera l ized basic b i l a t e r a l 
hypergeoroetric s e r i e s wrtiich i s defines as 
where the s e r i e s on the r i g h t of (2.12) converges uniformly 
and abso lu t e ly in the annulus 
Ibj^b^ . . . b^/aj^a2 . . . a^| < l z | < 1. 
The bas ic b i l a t e r a l s e r i e s have been found more impor-
t a n t than t h e i r ordinary b i l a t e r a l coun te rpa r t , since they 
con ta in , as s p e c i a l cases , many i n t e r e s t i n g i d e n t i t i e s connec-
ted with the ta functions and the c l a s s i c a l Roger-Raroanujan 
type of i d e n t i t i e s . 
The q-analogues of a binomial product , exponent ia l 
func t ion . Sin x , Cos x , gamma function and Bessel function 
a re given below: 
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Basic bionomlal 
^ « ^ l - ( y / x ) q^ , , ^ 
(x-y) = x^ I [ - — J 2.13) 
^^ n=o l - ( y / x ) q ^ " 
Basic exponentials 
e (x) = r [ l - x q " ] " = Z - 4 - (2.14) 
^ n=o r=o (q)^ 
CO ( - 1 ) - q - - ( - ^ > / 2 ^ 
E^(x) = ( l - x ) « = I — x^ (2.15) 
^ r=o (q ;^ 
Basic t r igonomet r ic functions 
, =° , 2 r+l 
sin_x = ^ [ e . ( i x ) - e _ ( - i x ) ] = Z ( - 1 ) ' -^^- (2.16) 
oo 2r 
cos X = -i [e ( ix )+e ( - i x ) ] ^ I ( -1 )^-^^ (2.17) 
^ ^ ^ ^ r=o ( q ) ^ 
Sin^x = ^ [£ f i x ) - E _ ( - i x ) ] = Z ( -1 )^ q" ^ ^ ^ 2 r f l (^ . iS) 
Cos^x = ^ [E„( ix )+Ej - ix ) ] = E (-1)^ f r — - ""^ 
where |x | < 1# (2.19) 
Basic oaaaa function 
, a - l y (x) = ( l - q ) „ . i / ( l - q ) ° ' " ' ' , (a ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . . ) (2.2D) 
Basic Bessel functions 
qV'-) -7-^(ro*i (q) L 
i -x^q 0+1/4 
ql+a. q2 
Mr 




In order to formulate q-addition theoreo we also need 
to define the following notations (see Hahn [82]): 
Let 
f(x) = Z a^ x^ 
r=o ^ 
(2.23) 
be a power se r i e s in x. Then 
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f([x-y]) = r a3.(x-y)j. (2.24) 
and 
f ( T - ^ ) = 2 a: — ^ (2.25) ; s= . _ — — 
[x-y] r=o ^ (x-y)^ 
Sti l l another q-concept of importance is that of q-
integration. J.ackson [94a] in 1910 first introduced this 
concept as the inverse operator the q-difference operatort 
viz., 
f(x) - f(xq) . 
D_ ^ f(x) = D_f(x) = ; ; , \q\M (2.26) 
^ ' ^ ^ (l-q)x 
The q-integration operator was denoted by him as 
D:\ f(x) = — ^ /f(x)d(x,q) (2.27) 
^'^ (1-q) 
It is apparent that if f is differentiable then 
lim D- ^ f(x) = -^ (2.28) 
q— 1^ ^»^ "^ 
I t was not until 1949, that an extensive and rigorous 
study of q-integration was made by Hahn [82] and later in 
11 
1951, by Jackson [96] who s tud ied the fundamental proper t ies 
of the inverse opera t ion D " ^ f(x) and shewed t h a t , under 
q,x 
c e r t a i n c o n d i t i o n s , the q - i n t e g r a l tends to the Riemann 
i n t e g r a l as q —> 1. 
The d e f i n i t e q - i n t e g r a l s are defined by 
X 
/ D_ ^ f (x)d(x;q) = f ( x ) - f ( 0 ) (2.29) 
o ^» 
/ D_ ^ f (x)d(x ;q) = f ( « ) - f ( x ) (2.30) 
x ^»^ 
whence 
b b a 
/ = ; - / (2.31) 
a o o 
Correspondingly, the q - i n t e g r a l s can be defined by the 
r e l a t i o n s 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; q ) = x ( l -q ) I q" f(xq") (2.32) 
o n=o 
/ f ( t ) d ( t ; q ) = x ( l -q ) = I q ' " f (xq"" ) (2.33) 
X n=l 
/ f ( t ) d ( t v q ) = ( 1 ^ ) Z q" f (q") (2.34) 
o n=-
12 
and so the convergence of a q - i n t e g r a l i s determined by the 
convergence of the corresponding q-sun. 
Throughout t h i s t he s i s a no ta t ion of the type 1(2.3) 
w i l l mean 3rd equat ion of the 2nd a r t i c l e of 1 s t Chapter . 
Also 1(2 .3-5) w i l l mean 1 ( 2 . 3 ) , 1(2.4) and 1 ( 2 . 5 ) . 
§ 3 . q-HERMITE POLYNCMIALS. The q-Hermite polynomials 
H - ( x | q ) , | q | < 1 , can be defined by t h e i r genera t ing function; 
n 
« , « H (xlq)r" ^ ^ 
n •*• s Z " (31) 
n=o (l-2xrq'^ +r" q^") n=o (q), n 
or by their recurrence relation: 
2x H^(xlq) = H^^(xlq)+(l-q'^)H^.l(xlq) 
H^(x|q) = 0, HQ(x|q) = 1 
or by t h e i r Four ie r expansion 
n n 
H (cos e | q ) = Z [ J cos (n-2k)6 
^ k=o ^ 
( 3 .2 ) 
k=o 
n (q) 
= S y e i ( - 2 k ) e (3^3j 
where [. ] = ^^ " " 
(^^k^^^n-k 
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These polynomials have been s tudied by Rogers [ l 8 6 j , 
[ 2 3 8 ] , [239J, [240] , Szego [220] , C a r l i t z [ 5 7 ] , [59] and 
Askey and I sma i l [ 2 3 l ] • The Rogers-Ramanujan i d e n t i t i e s 
f i r s t arose in the study of these polynomials (see Rogers 
[ 1 8 6 ] , Bressoud [232 ] ) . The q-Hermite polynomials are also 
of formal i n t e r e s t , for they have been found to s a t i s f y 
analogs of many of the formulae known for the Herraite poly-
nomials . Among these i s a q-analogue of Mehler ' s formula! 
( r ^ ) . , » H^(cos 6|q)H^(cos (})|q) ^ 
Kre-"^ ^ ) J r e ' ^ ' ) e o l n=o ( q ) ^ 
( 3 . 4 ) 
This formula was known to Rogers, and i s a Corollar-; 
of a more genera l r e s u l t , f i r s t proved in [238] and then 
again in [ 2 3 9 ] . 
rrr " fe A := Z H (cos ©Iq) Z -^^^—i^ (3.5) 
Nei ther of Roger 's proof of (3 .5) i s p a r t i c u l a r l y 
s imp le . Bressoud [5l ] gave a proof of (3 .5 ) which r e l i e s 
only on the recurrence r e l a t i o n ( 3 . 2 ) . 
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Allaway [s] studied a polynomial set j Rn(>^ vq)j j^ .^^  
defined by the three term recursion relation 
° ^ '. (3.6) 
Rj^j^(x;q) « 2x R^ C^x;q)-(l-q"^ ) R^.^Cxiq) (n > 1) 
where \o\ < l . From t h i s th ree term recu r s ion formula i t 
i s easy to show t h a t 
1/2 
R ^ ( ( ( l - q ) / 2 ) x;q) 
lira •—;rr^ = ^n^x) , 
q - ^ 1 ( ( l - q ) / 2 ) " / 2 n 
where JH^^Cx)] i s the Hermite polynomial s e t [ l 8 3 , p .188] . 
I t i s for t h i s reason t h a t \ f^n^'^'^M n=o ^^ ca l l ed the q-
Hermite polynomial s e t . This polynomial s e t was f i r s t i n t r o -
duced by Rogers [186, p . 319] in 1894, 
Al-Salara and Ismai l [ l 9 ] , i n 1988, made a study of q-beta 
i n t e g r a l s and the q-Hermite polynomials. Rogers introduced 
the continuous q -^ j l t r a spher ica l polynomials ^ C(xvP |<?) T 
generated by 
£ C (cos evP |q) t" = ig> i,^ (3 .7) 
n=o i t e ;„- I t e ) 
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whose weight function was found recently [34, 37] . Al-Salam 
and Ismail observed that 
C^(x;0|q) = Hj^(x|q)/(q)^ (3.8) 
§ 4 . q-BESSEL POLYNCMrvLS. In 1965, Abdi [2] defined the q-
analogue of the Bessel polynomial by means of the following 
re l a t ion : 
J(q%c,n;x) = 7—B .(J) r q - " , q ^ " v - ; x ] (4.1) 
For ( 4 . 1 ) , Abdi obtained q- integral representation, 
contour i n t eg ra l representat ion, recurrence re l a t ions , a dup-
l i ca t ion formula and an unusual generating function. Besides 
he obtained cer ta in integrals involving J(qic ,n ix) and 
established i t s re la t ionship with q-Vihittakar function of 
N. Agarwal [ 3 ] . 
Later , in 1981, Ismail [ II2] made a thorough study of 
a q-analogue of Bessel polynomials 
Y^(x) = 2^o^"'^ » n f l i — i - f ] (4.2) 
and the generalized Bessel polynomials 
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Yn(x;a) = 2^0 ^'"' r H - a - l ; - ; - I ] (4 .3) 
Ismail 's q-analogues of (4 ,2) and (4 .3 ) are different 
from the one due to Abdi. Ismail pointed out that his q-
analogues are orthogonal on the unit c i r c l e . 
The q-analogues of (4 .2 ) and (4 .3) as given by Ismail 
[112] are 
Y^(x|q2) = q'^('^-^^/2^(t)i(q"".q'^H-qV-2xq) (4.4) 
and 
Yn(xvalq2) = q^^"-^^/2^(t)i(q"",q"^^-H-q;-2xq) (4.5) 
Both I s m a i l ' s analogue and Abdi 's analogue are spec ia l 
cases of the l i t t l e q-Jacobi polynomials of Hahn 
p^(xva ,p |q ) =24' i (q"",apq'^^iaq;qx) (4.6) 
s t u d i e d by Andrev;s and Askey [27J and Hahn [ IO3] . 
In f a c t , I s m a i l ' s polynomials correspond to a = - 1 , 
P = -q^~ and Abdi 's correspond to the l i m i t i n g case 
P = q^*"Va and a —> 0 . 
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In 1990, M.A. Khan and A.H. Khan [ l36] obtained soae 
c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n s for q-Bessel polynomials. 
^ 5 . LAGRANGE POLYNCMIALS AND ITS q-ANALOGUE. Lagrange poly-
nomials f i r s t occurred in c e r t a i n s t a t i s t i c a l problem way 
back in 1867. Exactly a f t e r a century , K.C. M i t t a l and 3.L. 
Sharma [ l 5 1 , 152] in 1967 revived i n t e r e s t i n Lagranges 
polynomials by obta ining some formulae for these polynomials. 
S.K. Cha t t e r j ea [ 6 5 ] , Sr ivas tava and Lavoie [210] in 197c, 
K.C. M i t t a l [150] in 1979 and H.M. Sr ivas tava [201] in 19B0 
fu r the r i n v e s t i g a t e d i n t o these polynomials . 
Lagranges polynomials are denoted by the symbol 
g[^*^HxtV) and are defined by [cf. e . g . , Erdely i e t a l . 
SO , 1955, p . 267, Eq ( l ) ] 
(l-.xt)-« (1-yt)-^ ^Z g^°''^Ux,y)t'^ (5.1) 
n=o 
H.M. Sr ivas tava [2Dl] and H.M. Sr ivas tava and J .L . 
Lavoie [210] e s t a b l i s h e d the following r e l a t i o n s h i p of Lag-
ranges polynomials with Jacobi polynomials. 
g[,"'^Ux.y) = y" p(^ <^P-l' ^ - n ) ( ^ ) (^ 2^) 
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pU-n.p-n)(^) = g^-^'-^^C- ^ . - ^ ) (5.3) 
and 
g ( « ' P ^ ( x , y ) = (y-x)'^ p ( - a - n , - ^ - n ) ( | t l ) (5.4) 
C h a t t e r j e a [ 6 5 ] , HJI . S r ivas t ava [20l ] and HJ^. S r ivas -
tava and J . L , Lavoie [210] obta ined some e legan t b i l a t e r a l 
genera t ing r e l a t i o n s for Lagrange p>olynoroials. 
Quite r e c e n t l y in 1991, Khan and Sharma [ l 3 7 , 138] 
defined q-analogue of Lagranges polynomials (5 .1 ) and ob-
ta ined some very i n t e r e s t i n g formulae for these polynomials. 
They pointed out t h a t the i r q-analogue of (5.1) i s an in t e res 
t i n g Spec ia l case of Brenke polynomials , 
| 6 . APPLICATIONS OF q-HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS, q-Hypergeo-
metr ic funct ion enjoys i t s tremendous app l ica t ions in severa l 
areas of pure and applied mathematics , phys ics , engineering 
and o the r f i e l d s . Notable among them are as follows: 
1, App l i ca t i ons to the theory of p a r t i t i o n s 
2 , App l i ca t ions to number theory 
3 , Appl ica t ions to f i n i t e v e c t o r spaces 
4 , Appl ica t ions to combinator ia l i d e n t i t i e s 
5 , App l i ca t i ons to phys ic s . 
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While discussing the applications of q-hypergeometric 
functions to the theory of pa r t i t i ons , Andrews [25] es tab-
l ished the following elegant r e s u l t 
« (a) q"^'^^)/^ 
I 2 « (aqiq2)« (-q)« (6.1) 
n=o (q)j^ 
where (a)^^ stands for (q^)^* 
One of the elegant r e s u l t of the application of q-
Hypergeometric functions to f in i t e vector spaces is in the 
form of the following theorem due to Rota and Goldman [ l 9 l ] . 
THEOREM 1.6 ,1 . Let V^ be a finite-dimensional vector 
space of dimension n over GF(q), the f in i te f ield of q-
eleraents. Then there are exactly 
( " ) . ^ ' ' ' " 
" (^'k'^'n-k 
subspa^s of V of dimension k. 
While discussing the applications of q-hypergeoraetric 
functions to combinatorial identit ies,^ Andrews [25] writes 
tha t in passing to the q-analogue of the Reed Dawson identi-
t i e s , he encountered the problem of finding the q-analogue 
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of Gauss 's second theorem^ which i s not l i s t e d by S la te r and 
has i n f a c t been discovered in 1973 by Andrews himself [24] , 
There have been s e v e r a l app l i ca t ions of q-hy per geomet-
r i c s e r i e s t o physics in r e c e n t y e a r s , M, Baker and D,D. 
Coon [40] have success fu l ly u t i l i z e d q-hypergeocoetric func-
t ions in a s e r i e s of papers ( i n the Phys ica l Review D) on 
p a r t i c l e phys i c s . Also N,G, Van Kampen [ l30] has applied 
q-hyp)ergeometric functions in an e l e c t r i c c i r c u i t consis t ing 
of a condenser and a d i o d e . 
CHAPTER I I 
THE q^ERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
§ 1 . INTHODUCTION, Heine [221 , p , 9 l ] gave the following 
n=o r e p r e s e n t a t i o n for the Legendre polynomial <P_(x)j 
Pn(C°^ ^>= i tt'.y.ilr^l) i A , n 3in(n.2k+l)© , 
k=o 
where f^  „ = 1 and 
1.3 . . . ( 2 k - l ) (n f l ) (nfk) 
f ^
' " 2 . 4 . . . 2 k (nf | ) ( m - | ) . . . ( n + k + I ) 
Szego [ 2 2 1 , p.96] genera l ized t h i s r e s u l t to the Ul t r a -
s p h e r i c a l Polynomial s®'^  [^(^^^j nso "'"^ obtained 
( s i n 9)^^'^ c!j(cos e) = Z f^ ^ s in (n f2kf l ) e ( l . l ) 
" k=o *^'" 
where 
^7^ 2^"^Y(r^2X)(l-A)t ,(rv^-l) ; , 
^'"^ ' 7 ( ? i ) r ( n + M l ) k ! (nfA+Dj, 
, ^ > 0 . 
Equation ( l . l ) i s the Four ier s ine s e r i e s expansion 
Of ( s i n e) ^'^ C^ (cos e ) . Because for each non-negative 
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i n t e g e r n, f. i s even tua l ly monotonic in k and lira 
fj^ n ~ '^ » ^^ follows from c l a s s i c a l Fourier analysis tha t 
( l . l ) converges pointwise in (0,11) and uniformly on [ 6 , T I - £ ] 
for 0 < £ < I . 
I t i s we l l known [183, p.281] t ha t { c ^ (cos &)}~^o i s 
or thogonal on [0,ii] with weight function ( s i n 6 ) ^ " ' ^ . In 
[225j Allaway i d e n t i f i e d a l a rge c lass of orthogonal polyno-
mial s e t s t h a t s a t i s f y an equat ion of the form ( l . l ) . 
Cne of these polynomial s e t s turned out to be 
R (xv^^ Q defined by the th ree term recurs ion r e l a t i o n 
Ro(xvq) = 1, RjL(xvq) = 2x 
(1.2) 
^n^-1^^ '^^ = 2xRj^(x;q)-(l-q")R^_j^(xiq),(n>.l) 
where Iqj < 1. From this three term recursion formula it is 
easy to show that 
1/2 ,. R„(((l-q)/2)^'^ Xiq) 
li» -^^-T: TTTTTo = H„(x). 
q^l ((l-q)/2) W2 n' 
where ^ H^(x)j j^Q i s the Herraite polynomial s e t [ l 8 3 , p , 1 8 8 ] . 
I t i s for t h i s reason tha t < R^(x;q)j _ i s ca l l ed the 
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q-Hermite polynomial s e t . This polynoadal s e t was f i r s t 
in t roduced by Rogers [186, p.139] in 1894, 
In a paper [ s ] Allaway s tud ied some of the proper t ies 
of ^ Rj^(xiq)j • He showed t h a t < Rjj(x;q)y ^^^ i s character ized 
by a Four ie r s i n e s e r i e s s i m i l a r to ( l . l ) i n which the coeffi-
c i e n t s s a t i s f y a very simple r ecur s ion formula. From this 
f a c t he was able to deduce t h a t [Rj^(cos &iq)L_Q i s orthogonal 
1/2 
on [0,%] with r e s p e c t to the weight funct ion &^iz\q ' ) , 
where ©^^^'^^ i s one of the Theta Functions [183, p . 3 l 4 j , 
defined by 
n ^^ ^'^ ©,(z ,q) = 2 1 ( - 1 ) " q ^ s i n ( 2 n f l ) z (1.3) 
n=o 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note t h a t 
R^(xiq) = v"H^(u/viq) = u"H^(v/u;q) (1.4) 
where u = X - Vx2_i» V = x+ Y^^^TJ and H^(x;q) i s the 
polynomial s e t f i r s t in t roduced by Szego [ 2 2 0 ] . H (x;q) 
i s defined by 
H_(x;q) = I [ J x^ (1.5) 
" k=o *^  q 
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C a r l i t z [57] has made a d e t a i l e d study of | H ^ ( x ; q ) ] ^ 
A l so , Al-Salain and Chihara [15] have s tud ied gene ra l i za t ion 
of {R„(x4q)];;^ 
n=o* 
§ 2 . ORTHOGONALITY OF ^Rn^x ;q )}^Q. For q , a r e a l number 
such t h a t | q | < 1, 
n=l 
Thus by the Riesz-Fischer Theorem there e x i s t s 
w(cos ©;q) £ L [0,ii] such t h a t for a l l non-negative in teger n 
/ w(cos e;q)sin(lrrt-l)e)de = -^  (2 .1) 
0 [ 0 , n=2kfl 
In ( 2 . 1 ) , Allaway [ s ] s u b s t i t u t e d x = cos © to obtain 
1 C ( - i ) k q k ( l c f l ) / 2 ^ „ ^ 2 k 
/ w(x-,q)U (x)dx = -l (2 .2) 
- 1 " 0 , n=2Ic+l 
where ju„(x) 
ns=o 
i s the Chebychev polynomial of the second 
kind ( see [ 1 8 3 ] , p . 3 0 l ] , defined by 
U^(cos 9) = sin(n4-l)©/sin 9 (n >. 0 ) . 
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He extended t h i s d e f i n i t i o n of ^ U ^ ( X ) } * _ Q to a l l 
i n t e g e r s n by def in ing 
I (2.3) 
"n ( - ) =-".n-2(>^) J 
I t i s easy t o show t h a t these extended Chebychev poly-
nomials of the second kind s a t i s f y a three term recurs ion 
r e l a t i o n of the form 
U^(x) = 1, Uj^(x) = 2x -) 
I (2.4) 
V ^ ) = 2 x U ^ . , ( x ) - U ^ ^ ^ x ) 
Both 5 R^(x ;q ) l and )Un^xiq)r ^^ _„ are examples of 
symmetric or thogonal polynomial s e t s and thus for a l l n >. 0 
and 0 ^ n+2k, we have 
^ n ( ^ ' ^ ^ V 2 k 4 . 1 ^ ^ ^ -^l^ 3n+k,i S i + l ^ ^ ^ . 
By using this equation and equation (2.2) we obtain 
for n >, 0 and n+2k >. 0 
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/ w(x;q)R^(x;q)U^2k+l^^^ dx = 0 (2.5) 
Let us define for n >. - 1 and a l l i n t ege r s k 
1 
/w(x;q)R^(xvq)U^2k^^^^^ ' ^^ "^^^ >. 0 and n ^-1 
^k ,n= i (2.6) 
0 i f n+2k < 0 or n = - 1 
I t fol lows d i r e c t l y from t h i s de f in i t i on and the three 
terra recurs ion formulas ^^^ "j f^^^  ^'"^M n=o "^^ ^ / ^n^ ^M n=-«' 
t h a t , for a l l i n t ege r values k 
^ k , n . l = ^k+l,n •" h,n- ^ l"'^'') ^k4-l,n-l ^2.7) 
for n >. 0 . 
Allaway proved by mathematical induct ion on n tha t 
for a l l non-negative i n t e g e r s k 
( . , ) k q k ( k ^ l ) / 2 ^^y 
h n = - 7 - ; — ^ (2.8) 
For n = 0 he obtained from definition (2.6) and 
equation (2.2) 
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r / \ 11 ( \^ ^ ,vk k ( k ; + l ) / 2 
and for n = 1, he obtained in the same manner 
fj^  j^ = / w(x;q)R^(xvq) Uj^ ^^ k^^ ^*^^  
1 
= / w(x)(U2^2k^x)+ U2k(x)) dx 
= ( ( . l ) k + l q(k+l)(!c+2)/2^(.^)k qk(k+l)/2) 
= ( . l )kqk(k+l) /2( i_qkH-l )^ 
Thus equation (2.8) is t rue for a l l non-negative in te -
gers k, and n = 0 or 1. Now le t us make the induction 
hypothesis that equation (2.8) i s true for a l l non-negative 
integers k, and n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,fn. By equation (2.7) and 
the induction hypothesis we obtain for a l l non-negative 
integers k 
( l - q ' X - l ) ' ^ ^ q"^^^^'^^>/^ [q] 
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( . l ) k <,k(Wl)/2 [qj 
iRfl+k 
[q] 
I t i s an easy exercise to show that equation (2.8) is 
equivalent to 
^ Co 0 ^ i n < n 
/ R„(xiq)Ujjj(x)w(xvq)dx «< (2.9) 
"^ 1 [q]^ m = n 
From equation (2.5) we know that for n >. 0 and n+2k >. 0 
/ Ry (^xvq) Uj^2kfl^^^ w(x;q)dx = 0 , 
and from equations (2.8) and (2.6) we have tha t for n >, 0, 
1 
/ Rj^(xiq) U^ (x) w(xiq)dx = [q ]^ . 
By the def in i t ion of fj^  ^ as given by equation (2.6) 
fk,o = 0 (2.10) 
for k , a negative integer . Also for the case n = 1 we have 
from the def ini t ion of fj^  ^ tha t f__j, ^ = °» ^"^ ^^°^ 
equation (2.7) and (2.10) that 
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for k , a negat ive i n t e g e r . Now l e t us make the induction 
hypothesis t h a t for a l l negat ive in tegers k 
fo r n = 0 , l , 2 , . , . , m . By equat ion ( 2 . 7 ) , we have 
Thus from the induc t ion hypothesis fj^ ^^, = 0 for 
k = - 2 , - 3 , For k *= - 1 we obtain from equation (2.11) 
and ( 2 . 8 ) , and the induct ion hypothesis 
^-l,nH-l = ^o,ra - (l-<^ ) fo,m-l 
= Eq],-(lV) [q] i^ 
= 0 . 
Therefore for a l l negat ive in t ege r s k and non-negative 
i n t e g e r s n , f^ ^^  = 0 . Therefore {Rn(x;q)}^^Q is orthOGonal 
on [ -1 ,1] wi th r e s p e c t t o the weight funct ion 
w(x;q) = f r ^ Jji'l)^ qk(!c+l)/2 u^^(^) ^^^^^ 
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1 3 . A CHARACTERIZATION OF {Rn(>f»q)}n=o* ^®* ^^ ® polynomial 
s e t ^E^(x)]n=o be defined by 
where^C (x ) r „ « i s the U l t r a s p h e r i c a l Polynomial s e t . I t i T\ i n—o 
follows d i r e c t l y from equat ion ( l . l ) t h a t 
(3.1) 
where 
^k^ = ¥ - 9 k - l . . . l <3.2) 
Equation (3 .1) and (3 .2) suggest s tudying the polyno-
mial s e t 5 A (x) j such t h a t the re e x i s t s a function w(x) 
L " J n=o 
and a sequence of r e a l numbers J ai,l having the property 
I ^Jn=o 
that the Fourier Chebychev expansion of w(x) Aj^ (x) is 
w(x) A^(x) ^  2 ^r^ hj^^^ Unf2k(^^ (3.3) 
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where ^o,n '^  ° 
and 
»>k.n = «k V l . n H (1=>1, n>0) (3.4) 
In [228] Allaway found the three term recursion r e l a -
t ion for a l l these polynomial se t s and studied some of t h e i r 
p r o p e r t i e s . 
I t i s easy to show (see [228]) t h a t a l l polynomials 
s e t s I A ( x ) } ^ t h a t s a t i s f y equation (3 .3) are symmetric 
and or thogonal on [ - l , l ] with respec t to the weight function 
w(x) . I t i s w e l l known (see [228]) t h a t such syrrraetric ortho* 
gonal polynomial se t s s a t i s f y a three term recurs ion formula 
of the form 
A^(x) = 1 , Aj^(x) = 2bj_x 
(3.5) 
A^(x) = 2bj^ X A^_;^(x)-An V 2 ^ ' ' ^ ^"^-^^ 
^^ 1 \ CO 
where < b^i and^/)^> are r e a l non-zero sequences. 
n=o (. Jn=o 
«Ve note from equation (1,2) that in order for equation 
(3.5) to be the three term recursion relation for 
|a^(xiq)J^^^ we require b^ = h^ and 2bj^  b2 >^2' 
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Allaway [ s ] proved the following theorem: 
THECREM 1.3.1 Let < Aj^(x)| *_Q be any polynomial s e t s a t i s -
fying equat ion ( 3 . 3 ) , (3 .4) and ( 3 . 5 ) . Also l e t f R^(x;q)j ^^ 
00 
0 
be defined by ( 1 . 2 ) . 
A„(x) 
1 
i f and only i f b^ ^ = b^ and 2bj^ h^> },^> 0 . 
^4 . THE WEIGrfT F I M ; T I 0 N w ( x ; q ) . From equat ion (2.11) we see 
t h a t the Four i e r s ine s e r i e s expsansion of w(cos ©;q) is 
given by 
w(ccs &vq) = 1 2 ( -1 )^ qk( lcf l ) /2 ^^^ (2 t f l )& 
^ k=o 
= ^ q ' "^  Z ( - l )^(q^) "*" ^ s in (2k+l )» . 
k=o 
By comparing this with the Theta Function ©,(z,q) 
as defined in [183, p. 314] by 
n (rH--J) 
» , ( 2 , q ) = 2 Z ( -1 )" q ^ s in(2m-l)z (4.1) 
n=o 
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Allaway [ s ] obtained 
w(cos zvq) = ^ H j - &iiz,q ) (4.2) 
&j,(2,q) has an i n f i n i t e product r e p r e s e n t a t i o n (see [ I 8 3 ] , 
p . 334) , 
i 
9 , ( 2 , q ) s 2q^ s i n z % ( l - q ^ ) ( l - 2 q ^ cos2z + q'*"). 
^ n«l 
Therefore 
w(cos 2;q) « | s i n z u ( l - q " ( ( l - 2 q " cos 2z4-q^) (4 .3) 
^ n=l 
Equation (4 .3) agrees with r e s u l t s obtained by Al-Salam 
and Chihara [ l 5 , p . 2 8 ] . 
§ 5 . MEHLER'S FORMULA FOR q-HERMHE POLYNOMIALS. Bressoud 
[51] denoted the q-+Ierinite polynomials by the symbol 
Hj^(xlq), |ql < 1 . He pointed out tha t Hj^(x|q) can be 
defined by t h e i r generat ing func t ion . 
" 1 * H^(x|q)r'^ 
Ti r—o—oJr* - ^ (5.1) 
n=o ( l - 2 x r q"+r^ q"^) n=o ( q ) ^ 
or by t h e i r recurrence r e l a t i o n . 
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2x H^(xlq) « H^ j^ (x |q )+( l -q" )H^ . i (x lq ) 
H^(x|q) = 0, H^CxIq) = 1 
(5.2) 
or by t h e i r Four ier expansion. 
n n 
H (cos e | q ) = Z C ]^ cos(n-2k)© 
k=o " q 
n n 
k=o ^ ' 
i(n-2k)© (5.3) 
These polynomials have been s tudied by Rogers [238], 
[ 2 3 9 ] , [186] , [240] , Szego [ 2 2 0 ] , C a r l i t z [ 5 7 ] , [ 5 9 ] , and 
Askey and I smai l [ 2 3 l ] . The Rogers-Ramanujan i d e n t i t i e s 
f i r s t arose in the study of these polynomials (see Rogers 
[ 1 8 6 ] , 3ressoud [232] ) . The q-Hermite polynomials are also 
of formal i n t e r e s t , for they have been found to s a t i s f y 
analogs of many of the formulae known for the Hermite poly-
nomia ls . Among these i s a q-analogue of Meh le r ' s formula. 
(r^). 
| ( r e i ^ ^ * ^ ) J r e ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ) | 2 n=o 




For s i m p l i c i t y of n o t a t i o n , l ( r e^^ )^ l w i l l be used 
t o denote ( r e ^ ^ ) ^ ( r e "^^ )„ whether or not r and © are 
both r e a l 
This formula was known to Rogers, and i s a corol la ry 
of a more genera l r e s u l t , f i r s t proved in [238] and then 
again in [ 2 3 9 ] . 
T^ r s T- ^ ^ H„(cos e q) Z ^ ^ (5.5) 
| U ? ^ U i i e ^ ^ ) J ^ n=o '^  r=K) ( q ) r ( q ) n . r 
Hquation (5 .4) follows i f Ti = r e ^ * , ti = re ^ , and 
equat ion ( s . s ) i s used to sum the inner sum of the r i g h t -
hand s i d e . 
Nei ther of Roger 's proofs of (5 .5 ) i s p a r t i c u l a r l y 
s imp le . Bressoud [5 l ] gave a proof of (5 .5) which r e l i e s 
only on the recurrence r e l a t i o n ( 5 . 2 ) . His proof is given 
below: 
PROOF CF ( '5 .5 ) . Let 
** n r,!' ,,n-r 
f()„l i ix) =2: H^(x|q) Z -^^-^ 
n=o "^ r=o (q)j.(c!)n-r 
r ..s 
r , s>o (q}j-(q)s "^^ 
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We use (5.2) to obtain the followinc: 
r,s>.o (q)^(q)^ ^^^-^ 
^»^>0 (q) r (q)3 ^ ^ ' ^ 
^ ? / ^ f , ( lV)H^3(xlq)-H 
^ s>.o (q)r(q)g ^ * 
r>.l 
r ..s 
r,s>o ^ ^ V ^ r+s -1 ' ^ ' " - ' 
J:fS>.o ( q ) j , ( q ) g ^ ^ -^  
^ r,s>.o (q) (q) ^ s 
r,.s 
_j_ J. l A c i ^ i : H^^(xlc) 
>l r , s^o (q)j.(q) r+s' 
,r ..s 
r ,s>o (q)^(q)3 ^ ^ 
r,S>o (q) fq)^ ^ ^ r s 
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I f (5 .6 ) i s solved for f(;y,tAix), we ge t 
f(>i,l^ix) = ( ^=^^^)f{),q,\^%x) (5.7) 
i-2x ; \+ ;^ 
o r , e q u i v a l e n t l y . 
f(;^,HVCos e ) = - j g - ^ ^ fOq.tiVCOS 8) (5.8) 
Since f i s symmetric in /^ and Ji, we a lso have: 
f(>i,^iicos e) =- Ts-^ f(;^,wvcos e) (5.9) 
I l-lAe-^^l 
If equat ions (5 .8) and (5 .9 ) are now ccxabined, we get 
( i - . ; i i i )( i -Aw) 
' ^ ^ ' ' ' ' " ^^ ' | ( l - A e ^ ^ ) ( l > , e ^ ^ ) | ^ f(^^.^^q;cos 9) 
(?>^)4 , 2 2 
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^-^^^^^ , k k ^x 
= I—TS—:—1& .j? fCo»o » cos e) (s.io) 
But f ( 0 , 0 ; c o s ©) = 1, and so equation (5 .5) i s proved. 
AS Rogers observed, equat ion (5.5) has many i n t e r e s -
t i ng c o r o l l a r i e s , one of which i s a formula for the product 
of two q-Hermite polynomials . In the following equat ion, 
rve use the genera t ing function for the q-Hermite polynomials 
equat ion ( 5 . 5 ) , and an elementary r e s u l t of Euler . 
- y^"" H^(cos &|q) « t^ *" H^ (cos e | q ) 
n=o ( q ) ^ n>=o ( q ) ^ 
To^^^^ul^^^^u^ 
(7l^ i)oo r,s>.o (q )^ (q ) 




I -^ ^ H .^ (cos e q) (5.11) 
r , s , t > o ( q ) ^ ( q ) 3 ( q ) t ^ ^ 
v;hen the c o e f f i c i e n t s of Pi^ \i^ are compared, we see tha t 
min(m,n) (q)n(^)m 
H„(cos e q)H (cos 0 q)= Z H_^ ^.(cos© q 
t=o ( q ) t ( q ) „ , - t ^ q ) n . t " ^ " ' ' 
(5.12) 
i 6 . FURTHER PROPERTIES OF q-HERMHE POLYNCMIALS. Al-Salasj 
and I smai l [ l 9 ] , in 1988, used continuous q-Herroite p>olyno-
mials to give a new proof of a q-beta i n t e g r a l which is an 
extens ion of the Askey-VVilson i n t e g r a l . Mul t i l i nea r genera-
t ing func t i ons , some due to C a r l i t z were a lso e s t ab l i shed 
by then . 
The continuous q-Hermite polynomials | H ^ ( x | q ) j are 
given by 
H„(cos e h ) - Z ^"^^ ^Un-2^)B (^.^) 
(see [ 1 5 ] ) . Their o r thogona l i ty [ l 5 , 228] i s 
/ w(e)H^(cos e|q)Hj^(cos ©|q)de = (qvci)n'bnn ^^'^^ 
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Where 
„ (e ) = l 2 ^ ( e ^ i S ) . ( e - 2 i * ) . (6.3) 
Rogers also introduced the continuous q-ultraspherical 
polynomials \Cj^(x;plq)j generated by 
, n (Pte^®)JPte-^®)« ^ ^ 
^^c,(cose.M.)t= , , , i . , , , , - i . , . (^ •^ ) 
whose weight function was found recently [34, 37] . I t is 
easy to see tha t 
Cj,(x;Olq) = H^(x|q)/(q)^ (6.5) 
Rogers solved the connection coefficient problem of 
expressing Cj^(xvp|q) in terms of CJ^(XVYI^) as a conse-
quence of which we get 
[§] (^)J^qk(k-l)/2(p) 
Rogers evaluated e x p l i c i t l y the coefficients in the 





H„<x|q)H„(x|q) = Z' , , , " , " H ^ „ . , , ( x | q ) (5 .7) 
Which can be i t e r a t e d to obta in the sura 
H^(x|q) H^(x|q) Hj^(xlq) 
nri-n«-2r u ( ^ \ r,' 
" 7""\ T'N / \ { \ T l r r r k+nri-n-2r-2s^^'^' 
r , s (q)n,-r^q)n-r^q)r^^^k-s^q)nH-n-2r-s^^^s 
(6.8) 
We s h a l l a l so need the formula 
- ^ C „ ( . , . l q ) 
k.3 (q )k (<»)^ j (q ) j (q )n -2k - j ""^"-^^-^J 
Which follows from (6»6) and ( 6 . 7 ) , 
We s h a l l a l so use the polynomials 
h ( x i q ) = z '^'^ " x ^ 
lc=o (q )k(q)n-k 
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so t h a t 
Hj^ Ccos e l q ) = e^"^ h„ ( e " ^ ^ l q ) (6.10) 
I t was shovm in [ l 4 ] , [234] t h a t { h^ C^ alq) J are ooraents 
of a d i s c r e t e d i s t r i b u t i o n d'Y'^Cx), v i z . , 
Q 
h^Calq) = / x"^  d T a ( x ) , n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . (6.11) 
where d'>)'* (x) i s a s t e p funct ion with jumps a t the points 
k k 
X = q and x « aq for k == 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . given by 
d T ( q ^ ) = 2 
^ ( a ) J q ) J q | a ) . 
(6.12) 
dTa^aq^) = ^-
where a < 0 , 0 < q < l . 
Askey and Wilson [37] proved 
•• A-" J '%_ " .^ ' _4a " ~ .. 16.13; 
^ i IX ( a , e ^ ® ) J a j e - ^ » ) . I T ( 3 ^ 8 3 ) . 
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where U l < 1 for r « 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , They used t h i s i n t e g r a l 
to prove the o r thogona l i ty of what is now known as the Askey-
V/ilson polynomials . 
I smai l and Stanton [235] observed t h a t the l e f t hand 
s ide of (6 .13) i s a genera t ing function of the i n t e g r a l of 
the product of four q ^ e r m i t e polynomials tiroes the weight 
funct ion w(©). They used t h i s observa t ion , combined with 
(6 .8 ) and ( 6 . 3 ) , to give a new proof of ( 6 . 1 3 ) . Other ana-
l y t i c proofs of (6.13) can be found in [229] and [236] . 
Furthermore a combinational de r iva t i on of (6.13) is given 
in [ l i s ] . 
Nasra l lah and Rahman [ l59] proved the following genera-
l i z a t i o n of ( 6 . 1 3 ) . 
THEORei 1.6.1 (NASRALLAH AND RAHMAN). I f ja - l < 1, j = l , 2 , 3 , 4 , : 
and lq | < 1 then 
T^ , ^ (Aa.,e^®)„ (Aa=e-^^)^ 
TT ( a k e ^ ^ ) J a k e - ^ ^ ) « 
_ (aj^a3a^a^)Jaj^a2a3a^)„(Aa3a^)jAa4a^)jAaj^a^)Ja2a^)o, 
(^^2^333435)^ TT ( a . a . ) . 
8 V ^ ^ l 3 3 ^ 4 3 5 ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ / a 2 ' ^ » ^ l 3 3 ' ^ l 3 4 » 3 3 V ^ 2 ^ 5 ^ (6.14) 
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where 
QW7(a ;b ,c ,d , e , f | z ) ^Q^y 
*a,qi ra , -qVa,b ,c ,d ,e , f 
i r a»- i ra ,qa /b ,qa /c ,qa /d ,qa /e ,qa / f 
Rahman [237] observed t h a t the J^j i n (8 .14) can be 
sunned when A = aia2a2a4« In th i s c a se , we have 
} „ ( e ) ^^1^2^3^4^ ^^^^c^ ^^1^2^3^A^ ^"^^^oo . ^ 
TT ( a . e i » ) J a . e - i ^ ) ^ 
l<kl5 ^ ^ 
^ (Ilf|f3!4f5)^ 
k=l ^k 
TT (aj^  aJ«, (6.15) 
Askey [230] gave an elementary proof of (6.15) by 
showing the two s ides of (6 .15) s a t i s f y the same funct ional 
e q u a t i o n . 
§ 7 . GENERATING FUNCTIONS. To i l l u s t r a t e t h e i r technique Al-
Salara and I sma i l [ l9 ] der ived C a r l i t z [63] ex tens ion of 
Mehler formula 
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S = j^h„(ah) h^ , (bU) ^ 
n 
(abz2)„ k (q),(bz)^(abz)^ ^ , . ^ ^^^^^ 
( 2 ) J b 2 ) J a z ) J a b 2 ) „ r=o (q)3,(q)j^.j.(abz^). 
They began by the generating function 
2 h„(alq) - S — = ^ (7.2) 
n=o " (q)„ ( z ) J a z ) , 
n 
CO* ——' oo 
ir 
Multiplying by z > then replacing z by xz and 
using (6 .11) , we get 
X ^^ 1="' v.c^^i'') 7^ 
n 
(b)Jz,«. )«»vaz)-, q l b 
K.^ r,K-^ 2*1 •• bq ' ^ J-(l/b)Jbz)Jabz)« 2 
Now using a transformation formula of Sears [242] 
(see also [233]) 
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a.ii. . ( b ) J q / c ) « ( c / a ) J a z / q ) « , ( q ^ / a z ) , 
2 ^ ^ ^ " ( c / q ) J b q / c ) J q / a ) J a 2 / c ) J q c / a z ) . 
. . q a / c , qb/c 
( a b z / c ) „ ( q / c ) _ , c / a , cq/abz 
j*lC , Ibq/c] (7.3) ( q / a ) J a z / c ) ^ 2 1 ^^/^^ 
we ge t tha t the l e f t hand s ide of (7 .1) i s 
(a z V ) » ^ , q / b z , q ^ ' V a b z ^ 
S = r OM'IL 1 ^ , abz j 
( z ) J a z ) J b z q ' ^ ) J q / z ) « ^^ q ^ ' V b z 
By Heine ' s t ransformat ion formula 
. r^»^, , (P)«o ( a z ) „ Y / P . 2 
we ge t t h a t 
• (z).(az).(bzUabz). ^^W'^/z ' b^ ''* 
Now by a transformation formula [233% ex l,14(ii)] 
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^ q-",b, , b"(e/b)„ n (q"") . ( b ) . { q / z ) . ( - l ) V ^ ' ^ " ^ ^ / ^ , 
we get the r i g h t hand side of (7.1) • 
We next consider the sum 
m n k 
G = G(a.b,x,y,z) = I ^ [ ' Vk'^l^^ V:<"=l''^ 
m n k *" 
= ^ " / , ^ , h ^ , ( b | q ) / u ^ ^ d ^ 3 ( u ) 
m,n,k (q)„(q)r,(q)k ^ ^ — ^ 
». H/ xk 
* 1 y ( z u ; 
/ - J ^ z dTlCu) 
(xu)^ k,n (q)^(q)v ^ 
/ — ^ r - ^ hJb |q )h_ . (zu /y |q )dYJa) (7.r) 
-" (xu)„ r=o (q)^ r r a 
Using the q-Mehler's formula (formula (7.1) with k=C) 
^/ w ^ 1 °? (byzu)„ G(a,b,x,y,z)= i / !^ d 'Y(u) 
a (y)«(by)„ -~ ( x u ) J z u ) J b z u ) 
From (6.11) we get 
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(b y z)„ x,z,bz 
G(a,b,x,y,z)= o(Pr,[ . IqJ 
(Y)co(by)Ja)Jx)Jz)Jbz)„ "^  ^ q/a,bzy 
(a b z y)oo . -ax,az,abz 
,4'o[ U ] (7.6) (y)co(by)Jl/a)Jax)Jaz)Jabz)«, "^  ^  aq,abzy 
But Carlitz [63] showed that 
G(a,b,x,y,z) 
(axz)Jbyz)„ x. r^* ^* ^ ^ 
= ^ 3*2^  l^bz] (7.7) 
(x)„(ax)„(y)„(by)Jz)«(az)«(bz)oo axz,byz 
Although (7#6) and (7,7) are the same we shall never-
theless need to use (7.6) for the representation of 
G(a,b,x,y,z). Equating G in (7.6) and (7.7), we get the 
transformation formula 
A r^' y* 1^ ^ (a'f^Jaz)^ x, y, z 
3(t>2C labz] = 7 — ; 34)2^  , |q] 




An in teres t ing special case of (7.8) is x - q"" for 
n = 0 ,1 ,2 , We get 
s M -n labz]^ ,• . . " „ ^(1)^[\ . |q] (7.9) 
'a2q''^,byz " (q /az)-2" ^ ^ q/a, bzy 
which is due to Sears [24l]« Formula (7,9) in turn implies 
Jackson's Theorem for the summation of a terminating balanced 
(Saalschutzian) ^2 with argument q, v i z . , 
. ,q " , a, b (c /a)„(c /b)„ 
^^ 2^ ^ l - n , q^ = (7.10 
3 2 c,abq^-Vc (c)„(c/ab)^ 
CHAPTER I I I 
q~ BESSEL POLYNOMIALS 
§!• INTHDDUCTION. I t may not be easy to determine the f i r s t 
occurrence in the mathematical l i t e r a t u r e of the sequence of 
Bessel polynomials . They seem to have appeared sporadical ly 
for a r a t h e r long t ime . In 1873 Hermite [ l lO] proved the 
t ranscendency of e . The polynomial used by Hermite are 
c lose ly r e l a t e d to these polynomials. The polynomials denoted 
by Olds wi th T and Z^ ^ are r e l a t e d t o the Bessel polyno-
mials y^(z) by y^(z) « l^iz) + 2;n^  z ) . 
These polynomials appear a l so in 1929, in a paper by 
oochner [48] and in one by Romanowsky [ l 8 8 J . Short ly a f t e r -
wards (1931) , but qui te independently, they occur in a long 
paper [54J by J . L . Burchnall and T,;v, Chaundy, who obtain 
them as s o l u t i o n s of c e r t a i n d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ions . W. Hahn 
[102J runs across them in 1935 and so did H.L. Kra l l [l42J 
in 1941. 
The f i r s t systematic study of these polynomials is due 
to H.L. K r a l l and 0 , F r ink , who in 1949 consider them in a 
fundamental paper [ l43] published in the Transact ions of the 
AMS. T:-iey gave these polynomials the name of BESSEL POLYNO-
MLA.LS, under which they have been known ever s i n c e . This 
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same designation has aften been used by various authors, 
even when they actually studied related polynomials, or 
d i f fe ren t normalizations, e t c . So, e . g . , we find among the 
se t s of polynomials labelled as Bessel polynomials, besides 
Kral l and Fr ink ' s y^(x), also x"y^(^), (-1)"'"^ x" yj^(2/x), 
( | ) " yj^(2/x) and o thers . 
Kral l and Frink had been led to the consideration of 
the Bessel polynomials by a study of the wave equation. They 
indicate the d i f fe ren t ia l equation, recurrence r e l a t i ons , a 
pseudo generating function and an orthogonality property, 
they also generalize the s e t yj^(x), by introducing two para-
aeters (only one rea l ly s i gn i f i c an t ) . 
Shortly afterwards, and stimulated by Krall and Frink's 
work, two other papers appeared almost simultaneously. J .L. 
Burchnall [53] pointed out tha t the Bessel polynomials yj.(x) 
is re la ted to the polynomials ^fj(x) studied by Burchnall 
andChaundy in [54] by &j^ (x) = x'^ Yn^x^ • ^Y using the raachi-
nary developed there , Burchnall obtains several of the 
r e s u l t s of Krail and Frink and, in addition some of the 
beautiful symmetry properties of the zeros, as well as a 
generating function. 
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E. Grosswald [98] studied asymptotic properties of the 
Bessel polynomials, also properties of the i r zeros, the 
i r r e d u c i b i l i t y of the Bessel polynomials over the rationals 
and the Galois group of these polynomials. 
At about the same t i»e , when Krall and Frink, Burchnall 
and Grasswald s t a r t ed the systematic study of Bessel polyno-
mials, W«E« Thomson studied cer ta in network used in multi-
stage amplif iers , and that led to a par t i cu la r ly desirable 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c , called maximally f l a t delay. The investiga-
t ion of the complex impedance and of the t ransfer functions 
of these networks led to the consideration of certain poly-
nomials, proportional to the transfer functi n and defined 
by i n i t i a l values and a recurrence r e l a t i o n . These polyno-
mials turn out to be exactly the Bessel polynomials in the 
normalization of Burchnall and Chaundy. I t is quite unfor-
tunate that Thomson's work [223], [224] remained essent ia l ly 
unknown to the Mathematicians who worked on Bessel polynomials. 
Indeed, Thomson obtained many important properties of the 
zeros of these polynomials, but he was not par t icular ly 
interested in the theory. 
A few years afterwards, a rea l flood of papers appeared 
with improvements of the theorems, cercerned with the 
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l oca t ion of the zeros , with generating functions and with 
the re la t ions of the Besse l polynomials to other spec ia l 
funct ions , e s p e c i a l l y to Besse l functions and the hypergeo-
metric s e r i e s , th i s i s not too surpris ing , s ince y^ C^x) " 
rtF ( - n , 1 + n i - i - ^ ) . I t i s impossible to mention at this 
place a l l contributions made during these years , but a few 
papers deserve mention such as Car l i tz [ 5 8 ] , Al-Salam and 
C a r l i t z [ 1 2 ] , [ 1 3 ] , Al-Salam [ 6 ] , Rainvi l le [ 1 8 2 ] , Agarwal 
[ 4 ] , Toscano [ 2 2 5 ] , McCarthy [ l 4 8 ] , [149] Nasif [158] , 
Dickinson [ 7 5 ] , Brafman [ 5 0 ] , Ragab [ l 6 7 ] . Wimp [227] and 
o t h e r s . 
In the meantime, Thomson's contribut ion, ignored by 
mathemat ic ians , became r a p i d l y common knowledge among e l e c t r i -
c a l Eng inee r s . They discovered soon the i d e n t i t y of Thomson's 
polynomials with the Bessel polynondals and used sys temat ica l ly 
the p r o p e r t i e s of these polynomials and of t h e i r z e r o s , as 
presented in [ l 4 3 ] , [53] and [ 9 8 ] , in order to pe r fec t ampli -
f i e r s , as we l l as f i l t e r s . In 1954, L. Storch [217] , [218] 
g iv ing f u l l c r e d i t to Thomson, and quot ing [ 2 2 4 ] , [ l 4 3 ] , [53] 
and [98] t r e a t s the topic with a l l the d e t a i l s needed for the 
unders tanding of the theory and a l so for the e f f e c t i v e compu-
t a t i o n of the numerical values of the elements of the network. 
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Soon the use of Bessel polynomials In the syn thes i s 
of c e r t a i n networks was t r e a t e d in t e x t books l i ke those of 
E. Guil lemin [ lOl ] and D. Hazony [ lOS] , More r e c e n t l y R.R. 
Shepard [ l97] ind ica ted an almost mechanical method for the 
des ign of networks wi th c e r t a i n preassigned c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , 
by use (among o the r s ) of Besse l polyrjomials. 
With the enormous amount of i n t e r e s t in the f i e l d of 
Besse l polynomials by a la rge number of mathematicians as 
mentioned above i t i s but n a t u r a l to seek i t s q-analogue, 
Abdl [ 2 ] , in 1965, made f i r s t such at tempt and defined a q-
analogue of Boosol polynominls . L a t e r , In 1901, I smai l [ I I2J 
gave another q-Besse l polynomials ^ orthogonal on the u n i t 
c i r c l « and nr ioo from tl»o bnalc Uooool functlorm in the oam« 
way the Besse l polynomials and t h e i r g e n e r a l i z a t i o n a r i s e 
from the ord inary Bessel f u n c t i o n s . 
§2. DEFINITIONS. Abdi [2J in 1965, denoted the q-analogue 
of Besse l polynomials by J ( q v c , n i x ) and def ined i t as 
/ C\ 
where n i s a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r . In the n o t a t i o n of q-hyper-
geometric s e r i e s , the q-Bessel polynomials ( 2 . I ) are given by 
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" ^q^)rwir ir o k(k- l ) -nk 
k=o (q)k(q)n-k 
Using an e a r l i e r r e s u l t (Abdi [ l ] ) , 
TZq/ M^^'^) X^-\(t>Jq^^"\q^*'"\tx] d(xiq) 
^ o 
« « " ' ( ^ ) c . l nvH*nt^^^'"^'^' '^^^"^'*/«^ 
Abdi [2] obtained 
( ^ ) c . n - l 2^0 t ^ " ^ ^ ' " ^ -3 
« X ^ / Eq(qt) t^-'"-^ ^(t'o(q'"itx) d ( t i q ) (2.3) 
Combining (2.2) and (2.3) he established 
J(qic,nix) = , ^ ^ ^ ^ S E_(qt)t^-'"-\(l)o(q-";tx)d(tvx) (2.4) 
(q)c-i(q)n ° ^ 
which provides a basic in tegra l representat ion for J ( q i c , n i x ) . 
Further , i t is known (Watson [226]) that 
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P q i E (qy) y^~\(t'o(q%-y/z)d(y;q) 
-q '' "q 
^ o ^ 
Where Rl(b) > 0 and the contour C i s a l ine pa ra l l e l to 
Rl (ws) = 0 , with loops if necessary to include the poles 
of l/Cl-q^*®)^ and l/(l-q^"®)eo that l i e to the r ight and 
exclude the negative poles . The in tegra l converges if 
Rl [s log (z /y ) - log s in ns] < O for large values of | s | on 
the contour, i . e . , if 
|{arg z - wj W2 log z } | < i» 
He pointed out that (2.0) leads to a contour in tegral 
representa t ion 
(q )c - i (q)n J(qic»"»'<) 
\ 6 ( s+ l ) , _ 
^^^ c (1-q )„ 8in ns 
O 
Evaluating (2.6) by considering the zeros of (1-q )^ 
he obtained 




% q 2-c-n /x 
(2.7) 
Later, In 1981, Ismail [ll2] made a detailed study of 
a basic analogue of Bessel polynomials 
Yj^(x) « 2^Q [-n, nfl-, - V - |] (2.8) 
and the generalized Bessel polynomials 
Y^(x;a) = 2^0^'"' rH-a-1;-; - |] (2.9) 
His basic analogue i s di f ferent from the one obtained 
by Abdi. In fact I smai l ' s polynomials are orthogonal, con-
t ra ry to Abdi's polynomials, on the un i t c i r c l e . The simple 
basic Bessel polynomials turn out to be 
Y„(x|q2) « qn(n - l ) /2 2(l)^(q-",q^^H-q;q,-2xq) (2.10) 
and are generalized to 
Y„(xi a|q2) = qn(n-l)/2 ^^^iq'-'',q'^^'\^ciiq,^2xq) (2.11) 
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bear ing analogy to (2 .8 ) and ( 2 . 9 ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . Both 
I s m a l l s polynomials and Abdi ' s polynomials are s p e c i a l cases 
of the l i t t l e q-^acobi polynomials of Hahn, 
s t u d i e d by Andrews and Akey [27] and Hahn [ I O 3 ] . They proved 
the o r t h o g o n a l i t y r e l a t i o n 
I r n ;: Pn^q Va» Pl^) Pm^^ ' a , p | q ) 
o (Pq^*^iq)oo 
a"q"(aPq^Hq)« (q;q)„ ^ 
- dmn (2.1:3) (pq""'Hq)oo (aqiq)co (aq;q)„ (i-opq^-^^) 
I s m a i l ' s polynomials correspond to a = - 1 , P = -q^ , and 
the one of .Abdi correspond to the l i m i t i n g case p = q^"^/a 
and a —^ 0 . 
B e s i d e s , Khan [ l32] a l s o e s t a b l i s h e d t h a t the q-Bessel 
polynomials J ( q v c , n ; x ) due to Abdi [2] and the q-Laguerre 
polynomials qLjj"^(x, l) and qL^ (x) due t o Jackson [ l24] 
are connected by the fol lowing r e l a t i o n s : 
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J (q ;c ,n ix ) = x"(q^)„ q-"^2fa4-n) ^^U+a) (.q2fa4-n/^^i) (2.14) 
where 1+a = -c-2n , 
2n (2.15) 
and 
(^l-faj ^2 "^(30+1)-an 
pL^^^x) = ^ - 3 j ~ J(qV-a-2n.n; q/x) (2.16) 
^ ^  ' 2n 
where P = q ar>d the q-Bessel polynomial is defined by (2.1) 
^ 3 . RECURRENCE RELATIONS. Abdi [2] obtained the following 
recurrence r e l a t i ons : 
(l-q^+2n-l) j (q^c - l , n ix ) 
« (l-q^~^){j(qVC,nix)+q*=-*'"-^J(q;c.n-Ux)} (3.1) 
( l - q ^ ) ( l V ' " 2 n - 2 ) ^ j ( q . ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ) 
" q"''^[(l-q"^^)J(q;c.nHvx)-(l-q^+")J(q^C,n%x)} (3 .2) 
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(l-q^) J(qic+l,n;x) 
= q^'^(l-q)x Dq^j^ J(q;c,nix)+( 1-q*^")J(qvc,n;x) (3.3) 
(l-q")(l.q2'^^-3)(l-q)J(q;c.nvx) 
+(qC+n-2( i.q3)( ^ ^2r.f c-2).( i.q)(i-q3c+6n-6)x] 
J( qic ,n-lvx)+( l-q^'^^-^) (l-q'^ ^^ "'^ ) (l-q)q^-^"-2 
J(qic,n-2;x) (3.4) 
and also the q-difference formula 
(q-D™ D^^^ J(qvc.nix) 
^ ^ m(m-l)-mn(^^C)^^ J(q-,c+2m,n.mix) , n > « (3.5) 
where D° ^ f(x) denotes the repeated a p p l i c a t i o n of the 
D_ j j -operator on f ( x ) , ra t i n e s . 
In 1990, M.A. Khan and A.H. Khan [ l36] adopted a some-
what d i f f e r e n t n o t a t i o n from t h a t used by Abdi for q-Bessel 
polynomials to e s t a b l i s h some c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n s for these 
polynomials . 
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In the n o t a t i o n of q-Hypergeoroetrie s e r i e s , t h e i r q-
Bessel polynomials are given by 
i^^ q (^ ^ = 2*0 t^"^ q'^'^Hx] (3.6) 
n (q-" ) i , ( q ' ^ ^ ^ ) j , ^ , x 




"^ili ("> = T - l ^ J (qv l+a .n ix ) (3.8) 
iq ) ^ 
From formula (3.7) we see that 
Y[^<^1^X)-Y^«^(X)= q'^«+l(l-q-")x Yj^f^2^(x; (3.9) 
This suggests the difference formula 
A a Yj,^i(x) = q^'^^(l-q'")Yi^!^^^(x) (3.10) 
where ^ ^ f(a) = f((rfl)-f(a) 
The q -de r iva t ive of the q-Bessel polynomials are them-
se lves q -5es se l polynomials with the parameter increased by 
two. Indeed we find from formula ( 3 . 7 ) , 
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( l -q ) Dq Y^llix) = x-^(l-q-")(l-q'*""*^)Y(,f^2j(x) (3.11) 
Which can also be wri t ten as 
where D f(x) and [a] are given by 1(2.2.6) and l (2 . l ) 
respect ively . 
From (3.10) and (3 .11) , we see that the q-Bessel 
polynomials sa t i s fy the mixed equation 
A Y '^^ ^ (x) = D Y^ **^  (x) (3 11) 
^ a n,q ^^ ^ - [ j ^ ^ ^ j Q n,q ^^^ ^ -^-^ ^^ 
The following recurrence relation can be verified 
directly: 
^i^l.qf^^-^i:,'") = (<«""^'- "'"''>=< Y(^'^(=<) (3.14) 
This can also be wri t ten as 
A n Yn'q(^> = ( ' ' " "^^ - ='""'^)' ' ''n^^^(=<> (3.15) 
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§4. CHARACTERIZATIONS. In t h i s section we give some charac-
te r iza t ions of the q-Bessel polynomials (3.6) obtained by 
M.A. Khan and A.H, Khan [ l36] . Their characterizations are 
given in the form of the following theorems: 
THEOREM 3 , 4 . 1 . Given a sequence {f^ q(x)} of q-polynonial 
(a) in X where deg fj^  q(x) = n, and a is a parameter, such 
that 
(l-q)Dq f{,«^(x) = x ( l -q - " ) ( l -q ' ^^^ ) f [^ f l2^ (x )^ 
(4.1) 
and A^'l (0) := 1 
Then 
fi^^ (x) = Y^«^ ( x ) . n,q n,q 
THEOREM 3 .4 ,2 . Given a sequence of q-functions f^^  qCx)\ 
such tha t 
A , tl^i (X) = <i^^^ d - q - " ) f(f^2) (x) (4.2) 
and f[,«J (0) = 1, t[-l (x) = 1 (4.3) 
Then 
f^ '^ ^ (x) = Y^ ^^ ^ (x) n,q ^^^ ' n , q ^^^ 
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THHCREM 3 . 4 . 3 . I f the sequence ( f„ i ( x ) ] , where f i^ l (x ) 
i s a polynomial of degree n in x , and a i s a pararneter, 
s a t i s f i e s 
such t h a t fi*^i(x) = "{[^hx), then 
n jCj n J q 
^n,q^^^ - ^n,q^^^* 
THHCREM 3.4.4o Given a sequence of q-funct ions i^Jj^q^x^ 
such t h a t 
^ n ^n^'q^^) = ( q ^ ^ ^ - q"""^) X fi%^hx) (4.S; 
n n f4 n»q 
and f;"a^x) = 1 for a l l x and a 
Then 
§ 5 . A DUPLICATION FCRMULA. Abdi [2] proved the following 
d u p l i c a t i o n formula : 
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(q ) 
^ J (qvc,2n;x) 
n 
= I , ^ .,c+n7 ^'^^ ^ J(qic+r,nix) 
r=o (q)^, ( q ^ " ) ^ . 
(5.1) 
PROOF, Applying the contour integral representation (2.6) 
for J (qvc,nvx) , the R.H.S. becomes 
n (q-")^(qCH-3n)^(qC)^ g-nr 
c+n> ( q ) 2 „ ( q ) , . l r=0 ( q " " ) ^ ( q ) , ( q ) , ^ ^ l 
1 
r „2 2^ 1 / (->' " 
l-s^ __-l 
c+rfn-l 
•i s(s+l) (q^"^) , Its 
(q^"^"), sin us ds 
Making the subst i tu t ion s = t f r in the contour integ-
r a l and changing the order of summation and integrat ion, 
which is obviously j u s t i f i ed , one gets on simplification 
i t ( t+ l ) , + _,. 
^ ' ( ^ ' ' ) c . n . l ^^ ' 
2^i UJ2n^q^c-l i (qi-^") ^ s in i^t 3^2 
q-",q^3n,qSq"^ 
qC+n^qn4-l+t dt 
Summing the ^^^ ^Y basic analogue of Saalschutz theorem 
(cf. Bailey [38]) , the desired r e s u l t is obtained. 
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| 6 , CERTAIN INTEGRALS INVOLVING J ( q i c , n ; x ) . Abdi [2] gave 
two in tegra l s involving the basic Bessel polynomials in terms 
of generalized basic hypergeometric functions. The resul ts 
are 
^—^y / t^ ( l - q t ) b . i J (q ic ,n ;x t )d( tvq) 
(q )« ( q " ^ ^ ) - (q ' ) ^
 A (q^)« (q^)., (q)„ ^ ^ 
q-^q^^q^x" ' 
q ^ ^ 0 J 
(6.1) 
and 
j ^ ^ f t^"^( 1-qt) j ^ ^ J(qvc,n;x [l-q^^j) d( t iq) 
( q ) „ ( q ^ ^ ) . (q") ^
. ( t . 
(q^)« (q^)oo (q)n ^ ^ 
^q-^q^^q^x'^ 
L q ^ ^ 0 J 
( 6 . 2 ) 
In pa r t i cu la r when c+n = a+b, (6.1) yields 
^ - i — / t^~^(l-qt)^3_J(qia+b-n.n;xt) d( t ;q) 
(qa+b-n) ^^j 
oe ' • ' oo 
(q^"")« (q'^) 
^ J(qva-n,nvx) ( 6 . 3 ) 
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Fur the r , i f afb-n = k (a-n) and a = n+b, (6.3) 
becomes 
^ _ i _ ^ / ^'^'•^"^"(^-^^^(k-Dc-l J ( q v k c , n ; x t ) d ( t ; q ) 
(q^^) (q) 
f CN 7 U - l ) c ^ J^^VC.nvx) (6.^) 
In fact, (6.4) provides another basic integral represen-
tation for J(qvc,nix). 
Similarly as particular cases of (6.2), we have 
. ^ i ^ / t^'^ J(q; a+b-n, nvx [l-q'^ tj) (l-qt) j^ ^^ d( t;q) 
- ^ - ^ ^ ,,,; ^., . . , . ) (..a) 
and 
^•j—j / t^-^ J(q; c+k, n;x[l-q^"t](l-qt)^.^^^d(tiq) 
c+k> (q^«)„ (q)„ 
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(6 ,6 ) i s a l so another basic i n t e g r a l r ep r e sen t a t i on fcr 
J ( q i c , n v x ) . 
| 7 . A GENERATING FUrCTICN. Abdi [2] derived a generating 
function for J (q ;c fn ix ) in the form 
^c -iCc+l) ^c -iCc+l) 
l $ ^ ( q S - V t ) 24>2 (P fP »P *• P ^''^^^ 
= 2 J(q;c,n;q""-^x[l+l]_;L^*" ^"'^^ 
n=o 
where the bas ic parameter for the J - func t ion and ^^^^ is q, 
bu t t h a t of the confluent hypergeometric function ^r- is 
PHOCF, Let us consider the q-sum 
«• A^ , x^ t^ 
2 ^ 
'^ =^ ^l-^)c+2k 
~ " At, X t {q ) 
Z Z -^ 
n=o k=o (q)j^ 
^ ' i. k(k;-l)+nk „ ^ u • 
n=o k=o ^^ ^2k ^^^n 
Now t a k i n g 
\ = 
(_ l )kqk(k- l ) (qC) 
2k 
(^\ ( q ) . 





i lc(k-M) . ^ . l ) j , , 
(q)k (-^)k"ft)n 
Also, 
( l - t )^^2k ^^"^^c ( 1 - ^ ^) 2k 
i4)o(^^i—t) 
c+1 
(l-p-" t)^ (1-p ^ t),^ 2^ 
where p = q"^ , the required resu l t is obtained. 
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It may be mentioned here that en replacing x b; 
•j^ and taking the limit for q —> 1, (7.1) yields 
(i.t)-v^^ ic ir-U-.-. --^Xt ,^c+^;-. 
(1-t) 




Where (l)^ (c,x) is a Bessel polynomial defined as 
4)^ {c,x) = 2_ 2?^ (-n, oi-ni—;x) ( 7 . 3 ) 
a r e s u l t due to Rainville [ l82] , 
A number of in teres t ing resu l t s can be obtained from 
the generating re la t ion ( 7 , 1 ) . 
For example, for t = q, Abdi [2] obtained 
00 
r J(q;c,n;q""^x[l+lJ.;^)q'^  = r^qT A 
n=o 
1^  1 
P^ ; p - X 
4c. 1 
p^ 
( 7 . 4 ) 
Now as ( c f . Hahn [ l 0 4 ] ) . 
°q,x ^^ ^^  = q 
- 4 m(m-l) „ „ ni . ^^(i—l) m , 
2 , . ,^-m . . . m . ( .^^j ^2^^^ [ J f ( q ^ - ^ x ) , 
j=o -3 
i q - l ; x Z 
where 
r">T ( q ) m 
[J = 




'c+2k j=o (q'^Jt), 
'^  Z 
j=o -sCra-j+c) "0(^-3+0+1) 
{ l -p2 t ) j^ ( l -p^ t ) . 
Hence mul t ip lying both s ides of (7 ,1) by t^ and 
applying the operator D_ ^ , one gets on s i rop l i f i ca t i en 
I ^"^^^^ J ( q ; c . n ; q " - ^ x [ l + l ] . p t ^ 
"=° (^^a-nH-n 
imCin-l) ra . " i jC j -D-a j m ^ ^ ^ m-i . 
= q- ^ Z ( -1)""^ q^ [. l l^lJoEqS—^q'^Jt] 
j=o ^ •*" ° 
^c -JCc+l) -iCnt-j+c) -^(m-j+c+l) 
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Writing the l e f t hand s ide of (7.5) as a double s e r i e s , 
i t can e a s i l y be seen tha t the s e r i e s converges absolu te ly 
for a l l f ixed values of x and l t | < 1, and ra being f i n i t e 
the convergence of the s e r i e s on the r i g h t hand is immaterial . 
,ra Fur the r , applying the operator D on (7,1) from ( 3 . 5 ) , 
one gets 
DJ ^ : J (q ;c ,nvq^-^xCl+l ] , ) t ^ 
^* n=o 
t'^(q^) 
( - q ) ^ ( q 
- ^ I J ( q - , c + 2 m , r ; x C l + q - " ] . O t V " ^ , i t j < 1 . 
- 1 } " ' r=o 
Now 
•ic -^(c+l) 4 : ^ ( c + 1 ) 
D^ ^ .PoLp" t P " VP" t , p^ t ; x t ] 
T^ u ^v,T 7^  ^m( m—l) ic i=+i 
m* ^ ' m 
^ ^ c ^ z ^ 
(P' t) (p^ ^t).(p) (q.l) 
r=o 
ic+ - i ^ •^c+m^ -^0+ -^ +m 
*l^  -^^'-'\..)^e 
"2C+ra 
(p" t)^(p-
l^TIT m l+m> t ) ^ { p " ' " ) ^ ( q ) ^ 
c+m • |(c+l)+m 
p - , p - . p i X t C l - q " ^ ^ ] * 
.nH- , -^c+m •5(c+l ) + ra 
•^ ,p^ t,p^ t; 
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the a s t e r i s k in the argument i n d i c a t i n g that f ( x [ l + y ] ) 
denotes 
« a^ x^(l+y) « 
I -s i. ^  where f(x; stands for the series Z a_x 
r=o ( q ) ^ r=o 
Hence by comp5arison ( 7 . 1 ) y i e l d s 
,r „-rar E J ( q ; c+2-m.rvxCl+q ]_j_)t^ q 
r=o 
= q-V-1) ^ (^J,c.^ ..__.,,^ ^^ 
^•ic+m -^(c+l)+ni T.^ 
P^ , p ^ , p ; x t [ l - q ' ^ *, 
, . , r^ c+m -T^lc+ly + m 
P »P t , p t ; ^ 
\ i »0 / 
R l ( c . > 1 . 
The convergence of the i n f i n i t e s e r i e s i n ( 7 . 5 ) can 
eas i l - . ' be a s c e r t a i n e d for I t l < 1 as i n ( 7 . 5 ) . 
| 8 . .-.3LATICN 3ET-.,xHN q-r-mTTAKAR FICTION AND J (qvc ,nvx) 
In a conc lud ing r emark , Abdi in h i s paper [2 ] po in ted 
o u t 2 s imp le r e l a t i o n s h i p between J ( q ; c , n ; x ) and the q-
a n a l o r u e of . V h i t t a k a r ' s f u n c t i o n def ined by N. Agarwal [3J 
as : 
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. (q) _ (1+z ^ ) ^ (l+zq)^ (1-q^ ) ^ 
C l + Z q ) e o U + Z q ) o o ^ l - ' 2 2 ) c o 
*n=q7 -^  Eq(^^^)t-^'''"" "^  1^0^^ "^  ' ^ ' \ - i - | ] d ( t ; q ) (8.1) 
A reference to (2,4) readi ly yields 
J (q; c, n; x) 
•l(c+l) ^(3-c) . , _, 
= (^-^q )cc(l-q^ x - ^ ) J l + | x - ^ ) ^ ^(q) ^^ i^  ^^ 
( l - x ) J l - q x - ^ } J l - q ^ ^ " ) J q ) ^ (q)^.;^ ^ ^ ' ^ ! " "^  
A number of important properties of Vi/j^ '^ j|,( z) can be 
deduced by means of the above re la t ionship 
To i l l u s t r a t e , combining (8.2) with ( 3 . 1 ) , on some 
s i rapl i f icat ion, Abdi [2] readi ly obtained a recurrence r e l a -
t ion for wi^hz) as: 
( l - q ^ ) ( l - f 2 " V " ^ ) J l + 2 q ^ )» W^^\ (2) 
fc+ -5 ,ro 
= ( l + z - V ^ ) « (l+2q^-'^)« {(l-q'»-^)w(^^ , (z) 
k,art- -5 
4. q'^^(l-q«^V^^ ,(2) I (8.3) 
k,ro- "I -^ 
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§9. RELATIONSHIP BET'WEEN THE BASIC BESSEL AND LOMMEL 
POLYNOMIALS AND BASIC BESSEL FUNCTION. 
There are two se t s of orthogonal polynomials associa ted 
with Besse l func t ions . The f i r s t i s the s e t of Lommel poly-
nomials J Rjj ^ ( T ) 1 which a r i s e s when we i t e r a t e the 
r e c u r s i o n . 
V l ^ z ) = ^ J y ( z ) - J y . i ( z ) (9.1) 
to 
J v + m ( ^ ^ = « a . , v ( ^ ) J ^ ( ^ ^ - V l . ^ + l ( ^ ) V l ^ ^ ^ (9-2) 
The Lommel polynomials are orthogonal on a f i n i t e inter-
v a l , see [113] for references and d e t a i l s . The Bessel func-
t ions of the f i r s t kind J^(z) has two bas ic analogues, 
namely 
j y ^ z v q ) = - - — r ^^^ (9.3) 
^ (q;ci)„ n=o (q ;q)„(q ^ S q ) , 
n ' • n 
and 
(qiq)oo n=o (qvq)j^(q^ "^^q)^ 
( 9 . 4 ) 
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for C < q < 1 and the no t a t i on (q j ^ ) ^ s tands for ( Q ^ ) ^ * 
Jackson [ l20] introduced the bas ic Bessel functions using 
a d i f f e r e n t n o t a t i o n . The above no ta t ion i s due to Ismail 
[113] . The funct ion J^ (z ;q ) i s an e n t i r e transcenden-al 
func t ion . I t i s c l e a r t h a t 
litn A ^ ^ z ( l - q ) - , q ) = J ^ ( z ) , k = 1,2. 
q—>r 
The basic Bessel functions satisfy the recursion [-13j 
q"^  jfii(2Vq) = 2(lV)z"^4^^(2Vq)-J^il(2-,q). j = l ,2. (9.5) 
I t e r a t i n g the r ecu r s ion (9 .5) leads to the basic Loamel 
polynoraials [ l i s ] . "»Ve now introduce the modified basic Eessel 
functions I , y ' ( z ; q ) and K ^ U z i q ) , j = 1,2 due to Ismail 
[112] in the following manner: 
I.[,J>(ziq) = e-i'"'' '2 j U ) ( , eW2.q) ( , , . ) 
and 
2 sin(TiV) 
V ^ 0,+ l , +2 , (9.7) 
11 
• ( j ) r , . , • ( j ) r , . K^-I^Cziq) = lim Y.\f'{z\<\), n = 0,+ l , +2, (9.8) 
j = 1,2. These definit ions are analogues to the case q = 1. 
Surprisingly, the modified basic Bessel functions were not 
studied e a r l i e r . 
The recurrence r e l a t i on 
q^^K^^^Cziq) = 2 ( l - q ^ ) z " H ^ ^ ( z ; q ) + 4 i l ( z ; q ) , j=1.2 (9.9) 
follows from ( 9 . 5 ) , ( 9 . 6 ) , (9.7) and (9 .8 ) . The I^^^(z;q) 
also Sat is f ies ( 9 . 9 ) . We now i t e ra te (9.9) to obtain 
^ y ^ . ( . . l ) / 2 ^ J ) ( ^ . ^ ^ ^ * . „ ( 0 K ( ; ) ( z , q ) . ^ , . , , , , , ( z ) 4 i ^ ( z , q ) 
(9.10) 
where the function (])_ ^,(z) depend on q, of course, and 
are generated by 
.nw-Vx - 1 . n w - x ^ l 
» • • • ^^l.V^^) = 2(l-q-^)z-^ t ,^(z) .q--^ t-l,v(^)' -1»^ 
(9.U) 
and the initial conditions 
VN -1 
^o,V^^) = ^ ' ^l,y(^) = 2(l-q>')z (9.12) 
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Vi/hen V = 4 we get 
(j) 
K^^\(2Vq) = q-"' / ^ U i(z)+(|) 3(Z)]K^^ (2;q) (9.13) 
nH- "5 ' ni,"s in-3,^ -^  ^ 
because K^'Cz^q) is an even function of V' , see (9.7). 
The polynomial 
y„(z|q) = * iC|) + * ,(^^) (9.14) 
m,-^ m-i,-ft 
i s the basic analogue of the simple polynomial y ( z ) . The 
polynomials ^ Yn^^^ f =^ ® s i m i l a r l y r e l a t e d to the modified 
Bessel f u n c t i o n s . 
We now deri'. 'e the e x p l i c i t formula 
^ k=o (ci»q)k(q^ i q ^ )n-k 
A way of proving (9.15)is to first establish the three 
term recurrence relation 
yj^l(zlq) = 2(l-q '^)zyj^(z|q)+q '^yn-i(zU). n>l (9.16) 
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by letting }/= n+ -i in (9.9) and making use of 
K^^\(2Vq) = q"""^ /^  Y^ii) 4^"^(ziq) (9.17) 
rH- -^  2 
which follows from (9.13) and (9.14) . Theause (9.17) to get 
yo(z) = 1, Y^iz) = l+2( lV '^^)z (9.18) 
Now i t is a routine matter to see that (9.15) sa t is f ies 
the recursion (9.16) and the i n i t i a l conditions (9.18) 
A basic hypergeoraetric representation of yj^(zlq) 
follows from (9.15) and 
^^'^^" = ( q - ; q ) , (-1)^ qk(2n.lcM)/2 
(qvq)n-lc 
(Sla ter [2C0, p , 2 4 l ] ) . The resu l t is 
yn(x|q^)= q " ^ ' ' - ^ ^ / \ c t ) ^ (q " " , q^H-q ;q . -2xq) (9.19) 
Clearly as q —» 1, yn(iZq|q) - ^ 2^o(-n,n4-l;--; |) 
as one expected. Formula (9.19) suggests defining the genera-
l ized Bessel polynomials yj^(xia|q ) by 
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y^(x;alq2) = q"^"-^^/\(^i(q"^,q^^-H-q;q.-2qx) (9.20) 
which is r a d i c a l l y d i f f e r en t from Abdi 's (2 .1) although as 
q —^ 1 both e s s e n t i a l l y tend t o the common l i m i t 
2FQ(-n,n+a-li—^"f) • I smai l assumed t h a t a i s ne i ther a nega-
ger nor zero m orae r x.o ensure t n a t y-.vxiaiH' 
degree n 
t ive i n t eg in d to h j^( va|q ) has 
§ 1 0 . ORTHOGONALITY. Let w(z) be a weight funct ion, possibly 
complex-valued, with moments w. , t h a t i s 
w^ = / z^ w(z) dz , k >. 0 . (10.1) 
^ U 
where w(z) and the contour U are to be determined from 
the orthogonality relation 
/ w(z) z^ P„(z-,a, p|q) dz = 0 (10.2) 
U " 
k = 0,1,..., n-1. 
Therefore 
n (q"";q).(aPq"^Hq). . 
Z — - 2 — ^ i qJ w. = 0 (10.3) 
j=o (q;q)j (aq;q)j -^^^ 
k = 0,1,.,,, n-1. 
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Since a l l the known i d e n t i t i e s of t h i s type are basic 
hypergeoraetric funct ion i d e n t i t i e s , we at tempt 
w^ = ^ (10.4) 
^ (d i q)j^ 
and proceed to compute c and d from ( l O , 3 ) . This leads to 
it€ used ( c ^ q ) . ^ . = (c;q)j^(cq vq)^ . We now go through 
the l i s t of sumraable j^2^ ^^ S l a t e r [200, p,247j and 
r e a l i z e t h a t the ^^2 ^^ (10.5) must be balaned (Saa l schu tz ian) . 
A bas ic hypergeoraetric funct ion 1(2.10) is balanced i f 
^^-l r 
q TT a. =Tr b. 
J ^ J ^ 
The l i m i t i n g case a —> 0 , p —> » while op has a 
l i m i t w i l l be t r e a t e d s e p a r a t e l y . The basic hypergeometric 
funct ion in (lO.S) i s balanced i f a = 0 or d = ^cq when 
n 
a ?^  0 . I f a = 0, the l e f t s ide of (10.5) i s (cq'^) (dc ;q )„ / 
k 
(dq vq)j^ and i t i s c l e a r t h a t no choice of c and d w i l l 
make iz vanish when k = 0 , l , . . . , n - l . Thus a ^ 0 and d 
i s pqc . With t h i s choice of d l e f t s ide of ( lC.5) beccxaes 
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( q " 7 p ; q ) ^ ( a q ^ " V c ; q ) „ ^ 
( aq iq )„ ( q " " " ^ c - ^ - S q ) J 
in view of [200, p . 2 4 7 ] . The only way for the above expres -
s ion to vanish when 0 ^ k < n i s i f c ^ aq . This leads to 
w, s= (1C.6) (aq ; q)^ 
^ ~ ( o p q ^ q)l^ 
Se t 
§ ( 2 ; a , p |q ) = Z 2 -^  ^ Y ^ ^^^-^^ 
C l e a r l y , 
holds for any r > 1. Therefore 
2 n , [ Pn^2'«»^lq) p „ ( z ; a , p | q ) ? ( 2 ; a , p | q ) d z = : ^ „ S ^ ^ . 
I z |=r 
iVe now e v a l u a t e ^ . I t i s c l ea r t h a t 
^ n = 2 ^ | ^ { ^ ^ Pn(zVatPlq) § ( z ; a , p l q ) d z = 
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- n . _ \ / o^r>fl 
: T": ^ ^ "l 2 ^ I -f z Pn(zia»Mq)?(zia,plq)dz 
(qvq)„(aqvq)„ •" U h r n' ^'^'n 
(q"";q)„ (a§q"^Hq)„ (aq;q)^ q \ 
* 34>2(^ »o*^ »Q^ ^ ' 0 * ^ f a q ; q , q ) 
(q""^q)„ (aPq"^Hq)n (Pq;q)n q" 
( a p q ^ q ) ^ ( a ^ q ^ ^ i q ) ^ (q"7avq)„ * 
by [2CC, IV-4, p . 2 4 7 ] . After some s t r a i g h t forward n^nipula-
t i o n s we e s t a b l i s h the or thogonal i ty r e l a t i o n 
^ , , / p ( 2 ; a , ? l q ) p (2- ,a,p |q) ? ( z ; a , p | q ) d z 
n n (^qvq)n(qiq)n^i-«pq) o 
= a q oTTT-^Sm n iC.a 
( c r q ; q ) „ ( a p q ; q ) ^ ( l - a p q ^ ^ ) ^ '" '^ 
holding for a,P ^ q , ap ^ q"" for any pos i t ive integer n. 
For the q -3esse l polynomials (9.2C) the or thogonal i ty r e l a t i o n 
(10.8) reduces to 
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In c e r t a i n cases the weight furc t ion in ( i C T j , (IC.3/ 
and (lO,9) can be s impl i f i ed by addi.Tg an a n a l y t i c func'ion 
to i t . The sum to be used is Ramanujan's r^i sua vSlater 
[20C, p. 2-^8]) 
—1 —1 -•' 
~ (cvq) - „ (dc v q ) J q i q ) J q c z ' ; q ) J c z v q ) „ , ^ 
z = ' • _\ _^ n V ->-. i^; 2  . . —^ 
(dvq)„ (dvq)«, (dc "^z vq)Jqc *vq)Jzvq), 
where 
I t i s easy to see t h a t (10.11} agrees with l(2. ' i} w.-.en 
n i s nonnegative. Furthermore 
(?i;q) - = ; (10.12) 
(q/?> V q)„ 
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The b i l a t e r a l s e r i e s in (lO.lO) converges if and only 
i f Jzl < 1 and 1 zl > 1 d/cl , c j^ 0 , c 7^  q", d ?^  q'"^ for any 
nonnegative i n t e g e r n . Set 
? l ( z v a , p | q ) = T z - ^ T ^ ^ ^ (10 . 3) 
^ (apqvq)v 
C l e a r l y , S (z i a ,p l q ) - ( l - a P q ) ( 1-a)""^ lj^( z;a ,p |q) i s an 
analytic function of z when a ?^  1, a^  ?^  1 and both 5 and 
^, converge, hence, all its moments vanish. We have, by 
(10.10) 
p ^ . ( P q ; q ) J q v q ) o o ( q 2 / a ; q ) J a / z ; q ) « 
S i ( z i a , M q ) = - —; — 7 - ; — - - — ; — r (10.14) 
( a P q i q ) J q p z i q ) « ( q / a i q ) J l / 2 i q ) „ 
This proves the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1 . 9 . 1 . When Ipqj < 1, a ?^  0 , a ?^  q" ,^ apq ?^  q"'^, 
n = 0 , 1 , , . . . , the o r thogona l i ty r e l a t i o n 
1 r , . ^ / . X ( c i z / a ; q ) J a / z ; q ) „ 
2 ^ / p J z ; a , P l q ) p j ^ ( z ; a , P | q ) —-— —- dz 
2U1 j ^ l ^ ^ n m ( q P z ; q ) J l / z i q ) „ 
a V ( a p q ' ^ S q ) J q / a ; q ) „ (1-a) 
(q^Hq)JPq'^^q)Jaiq)„(l.aPq^'^^) ^ "^'^  I T Smn (^^-^^^ 
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holds for 1 < r < Ipql""^. 
We now i l l u s t r a t e how orthogonality re la t ion (10.15) 
of Ismail [ l l 2 ] implies Hahn's (2 .12) . The idea is to observe 
tha t if a sequence of polynomials^ Pn '^^ M ^^ orthogonal on 
a bounded in te rva l (a,b) with respect to a Borel measure dii 
b 
then / d l i ( t ) / ( z - t ) i s a complex weight function (Pollaczek 
a 
[ l 66 ] ) . This is so because if U is a contour containing 
(a,b) in i t s in te r io r then 
, b dli( t ) 
•ml Pn^ ^^  Pm^ ^^  { 2 - t ^^  0 a 
b Pn^Z^ Pm^z) ^_ 
b 
= / Pn^t) p j t ) d^l(t), 
a 
so there is a chance our complex weight function in (10.15) 
b 
differs from / dli(t)/(z-t) by an analytic function. To 
a 
recover p.( t) from i t s S t i e l t j e s transform, we use the Perron 
S te i l t j e s inversion formula 
« dti(t) 
F(z) = / ' ' . implies 
.OP Z — t 
*2 F(t-i£)-F(W-i£) 
K tj) M tj) = l^i™^^ / 5JJ dt . 
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The candidate measure d\i for the l i t t l e q-Jacobi 
polynomials must be purely discrete in order to make 
b 
/ d l i ( t ) / ( z - t ) s ingle valued, since the complex weight i s 
a 
s ingle valued. The point masses w i l l occur at the poles of 
b 
/ dn(t)/(2-t). The only poles of the complex weight function 
a 
in (10.5) t h a t l i e wi th in Ul = r are z = q-^, j = 0 , 1 , . . . . 
The po in t masses obviously equa l the r e spec t ive r e s i d u e s . 
The res idue R. a t z = q of the corcplex weight function i s 
( q J + V a ; q ) J a q ' ^ ; q ) « , _ J 
R. = m 5 li.-n J (pq^"^^ iq ) Jq"^ iq ) j (q ;q )„ 2 - 4 q J l - q V z 
which can be s impl i f i ed to 
a^q^ ( q / a ; q ) „ (a;q)oo 
R. = 
^ (^q^^Hq)oo(q- ,q)Jqvq) j ' 
All t h a t i s l e f t now is to shov; tr.at the complex weirnt 
function and the s t i e l t j e s transform of the cons t ruc ted 
measure d i f f e r by a function ana ly t i c ±r, \ z\ ^ r . This 
follows frOiii the Mi t t ag -Lef f l e r expansion. Note t h a t we 
could have obtained the same r e s u l t simply by evalua t ing the 
contour i n t e g r a l in (10.15) using the calculus of r e s i d u e s . 
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One reason for including the above argument is tha t i t r e l a t e s 
the complex weight function to the S t i e l t j e s transform of 
the r e a l measure. 
In the case of I s m a i l ' s q-Bessel polynomials, the o r tho-
gona l i ty r e l a t i o n (9.15) reduces to 
o ( -2zq ;q)„ ( - l / 2 2 ; q ) „ 
dz 27i , I Yn^zvalq )y ( z ; a l q ) TZT - — - " 
^ ^ lzl=r ^ "^  ( - 2 q ^ / z ; q ) J l / 2 z ; q 
( - 1 ) ^ 1 q"^(q^^-Hq)oo (^^^Hq). 
) , 
(-q^'^-Hq)Jq^Sq)Jl-q'^^-4 ^ "^ * 
where "^  < r < -^  q-""" ,^ a > 1. 
F i n a l l y we come to the case p = y/a and a —^ 0 . I t 
i s easy to r e p e a t the aforementioned manipula t ions . The 
only d i f ference is t h a t the balanced J^2 ®^ "* ^^ replaced by 
the q-Vanderraonde sum [2D0, p.247] and the Jf^ sum no longer 
00 
works, so in (lO.S) § may be replaced by Z z~ / ( fq iq)j^. 
This new complex weight funct ion can be summed only if Y = 1 
and the r e s u l t i n g r e a l measure agrees with the l imi t ing case 
of the measure const ructed by Andrews and Askey and Hahn. 
IV CHAPTER 
ON LAGRANGES POLYNOMIALS AND ITS q-ANALOGUE 
§ 1 . INTRODUCTION. Occuring i n c e r t a i n s t a t i s t i c a l problen»s, 
Lagrange polynomials were f i r s t encountered by J . L . Lagrange 
i n 1867. Barr ing a few r e s u l t s by J . Devisine involving these 
polynomials in 1932 and 1933, the sub jec t remained neglected 
for more than three decades u n t i l i t was i n 1967 tha t K.C. 
M i t t a l and B.L. Sharma [l51^152]revived i n t e r e s t i n these 
polynomials by obta in ing some formulae for Lagranges polyno-
m i a l s . L a t e r , HJ^. S r ivas tava and J . L . Lavoie [220] and S.K. 
C h a t t e r j e a [65] in 1975, K.C. M i t t a l [150] i n 1979 and HJ^. 
S r ivas t ava feoij i n 1980 made fu r the r i n v e s t i g a t i o n s i n to 
these jSolynomials. 
§ 2 . DEFINHIONS, NOTATIONS AND RESULTS USED. Lagranges poly-
nomials are denoted by the symbol g-^^*^ (x ,y) and are defined 
by [ c f . , e . g . , Erdelyi e t a l . feol , 1955, p .267, Eq ( l ) ] 
( l - x t ) - « ( l - y t ) - P = £ g j , " ' ^ ^ x , y ) t " (2 .1) 
r^o 
AppelJCs four functions of two va r i ab l e s are denoted by 
^1»^2*^3 ^^^ ^4 ^^^ ^ ^ defined as 
" «» (a) . (b) ( b ' ) 
F , [ a ; b . b . ; c ; x , y ] = Z Z JZu) *" ^ '2.2) 
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- - ^^^MjS^^'y 
H>»o ns=o • . m n 
» • (a ) (a*) (b) (b») 
F - t a . a ' v b . b ' j c i X . y ] = Z Z /ndcf '^"^" ^" '"^ 
ee oo ( a ) ( b ) T- r w I "] T T nrt-n ^ rafn „m „n f n K.\ F 4 [ a , b v c , c ' i x , y ] = E Z ^ m U c ) (cM„ ^ ^ ^^'"^ 0=0 n=o . ro n 
Laur i ce l l a*s funct ions F^ and FQ in three var iables 
x , y , z are defined as 
F^[a,b;Cj^,C2fC3;x,y,z] 
ee ee CO (s) (h) 
Z Z Z "^ "TP ?V"t^/ 1 xVzP (2.6) 
nio n=o p=o n> in iP !Ui ; „U2^„U3;p ^ 
where flTT + VTYT + f R < 1, 
and 
FQ[a,bj^,b2»b2Vc;x,y,z] 
= r r I '^^ :r;::g!(^ !" '^^ ^" '^^ ^^ xv^p (2.7) 
cD=o n=o p=o '"!'^lPJ^<=Vnfp 
where nax [ | x | , | y | , Izl} < 1. 
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We now give below the def in i t ions of Saran*s functions 
^E'^G'^M'^N ^^^ Fg to be used in this chapter and also 
indicate the ir corresponding Laurice l la 's notations• 
F4: F£(ai,ai,aj^,Pl,p2»P2'YifT2»Y3;x,y,2) 
°^l^ nri-rv<-D^Pl^ m^p2^ n4-D mn 
= 2 1 2 ^,t,T:rJ\ lJ"\ lJ\^ xVzP (2.8) 
:o n=o psso rot !"lP!^Vo^Vn^Vp "" ^  ^ 
where | x | < r , | y | < s , U l < t , r + (Vl + ft)^= 1; 
Fg: FQ(aj^,aj^,a^,pj^,p2»p3»Yi»Y2»^2'^'y'^^ 
00 00 00 
= r z r 
BBO r^o p=o 
^°l^ »iH-nfD^Pl^ m^P2^n^^3^p ,,m.n_D ,^Q^ 
where |xl < r , |yl < s , | z | < t , rt-s = 1 = r»-t 
^ll-^M^°^l»*^2'"2'^r^2»^l»T^l'Y2»^2''^»y*^^ 
00 00 00 
= z r r 
ro=o n=o p=o 
where | x | < r , | y | < s , | z | < t , r+t = 1 = s ; 
^6*^N^**l»**2**^3'^l'^2'^l»^l'*'^2'^2»'^'y'^^ 
m=o n.o p=o '"l'^!P!^Yi;,(T2Vp 
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where jx'l < r , | y | < s , \z\ < t , ( l - r ) s + ( l - s ) t = 0; 
OS oe 
m=o n=o p=o •")"!?! ^ Y i ) ^ ^ p 
where jx'l < r , |y l < s , | z l < t , r+s = r s , s = t . 
Bes ides , we s h a l l have occasions to use the following 
r e s u l t s : 
iF^ [a •, - i x ] = ( 1 - x ) " " (2.13) 
and 
where 
( 1 - z ; , ^= ( l - z ) ( l - q 2 ) . . . ( l - q ' ' ' ^ z ) , n > 0 (2.15) 
= 1 , for n = 0 
§ 3 . SOME FORMULAE FOR LAGRANGES POLYNOMIALS. We quote here 
wi thout proof some formulae for Lagranges polynomials obtained 







g((rfp,T^S)(^^y) ^  2 gJ.^'^^(x,y)g(«'T^5(x,y) (3.2) 
n r=o " ^ r 
Besides, they also obtained the following generating 
functions for a product of Lagranges polynomials and Appell 
functions: 
I gl^'^'^h^.y) F^[>i;-n.YiSvz.«2]t" 
« (l-xt)"^(l-yt)-* Fo[;\io,p.YiS; n ^ . ^ .wz] (3.3) 
I g^°^»^^(x.y) F2[>,-n,Y;ti,?i2,w]t" 
n=o n 
(l-xt)-^(l-yt)"^FQ[;\,7i,>,Y,a,P;§.H.liiW, f | z x ' ^ ] (3.4) 
E g^^'P^x,y) F3[:\,-n,Y.t^iSV2»w]t" 
n»o n ^ 
(l-xt)-«(l-yt)-^F5[7i,ti,n,Y,a,p;S.S,S;w, ^ . ^ 3 (3.5) 
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I ( w i j U ) . , 9i"'"'^""^(=<.v)F4[>n.g+n,^,?,z.w]t'> 
nso * *^ 'n* '^'n 
« F^.[A,S;l-a, l-p,^i,S; -y t , - x t , z,w] (3.6) 
and 
*° ( o ) „ f a ^ 
F*[;\,S;i-a. i-Ptii,S;yt,xt.2,w] (3.7) 
where Appell funct ions Fi fFo '^a ^^^ ^4 ^^® given by ( 2 . 2 ) , 
( 2 , 3 ) , (2 .4 ) and (2»5) r e s p e c t i v e l y and L a u r i c e l l a ' s functions 
FQ and Fp and Sa ran ' s funct ions FQ and Fg are defined 
by ( 2 . 7 ) , ( 2 . 6 ) , (2 .9) and (2 .12) r e s p e c t i v e l y and the func-
t ion F i s given by 
F* [::^ ,'b; 1-a, i-§,ji,§; yt, xt, z,w] 
i7i) (S) 00 OO 0 0 QO 
= E L Z 
nso in=o p=o q 
( 3 . 5 ) 
PARTICULAR CASES, Some of the i n t e r e s t i n g p a r t i c u l a r cases 
of (3 .3) are as fol lows: 
( i ) Taking z = 1, w = 1 in (3 .3 ) one ge t s 
I TTT g^' ' '^^(x.y)t" « F,[>,;a,P;S;xt,yt] (3.9) 
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( i i ) Taking w = 1 and using the formula [78pp»239teq.ll] 
F i [a ,p ,p ' ;Y;x ,x] = 2^j^(a,P+p »;Y;X) (3.IO) 
in (3.3)f one obtains 
• ((H-n) 1 
g ^ "•^^(x,y) gi!^'^-"'-"^(z.w)t" 
- o (^-S)^„ n 
=(-w)"{l+txw)-«(l+tyw)^Fo[:\;a.P ,.m; 1-J; ^ , ^ , - ^ ] 
twy' 
(3.11) 
Taking m « 0 in (S . l l ) y ie lds 
=0 ^ °'n n n n=o 
=(l+txw)"^(l+tyw)"^ Fj^D;a,p}l-S; \ ^ , ^ i ^ ] (3.12) 
In addit ion to these, some in teres t ing part icular cases 
of (3 .4 ) , ( 3 , 5 ) , (3«6) and (3.7) are as given under: 
(a) Taking l* = ^ , S = ^ and using the formula [38, p.8l] 
F2[a ,p ,> ;a .a ;x ,yHl-x)"^( l -y)" '^2^^[p ,> ;a ; ( l -x) [ l -y)^ 
in (3 .4 ) , one gets 
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I g^*' '^^x,y)2FiC-n,Y;>i;wz]tMl-xt-xtz)"° '( l-yt-y2t)"^ 
n=o n 
Further i f one takes y » ^ in (3.13) and then compare 
i t with ( 2 . 1 ) , the following formula is obtained 
FQ[:\,7i,7w>i»a,P ;>,Af/\» ifiS'l-x-xz-zw^l-y-yz-zw-^ 
= (1+w)'^  ( l-zw)"^-^(1-x)-«(1-y)-^ [l-x-xz-zw]«[ 1-y-yz-zw]^ 
(3.14) 
(b) Taking ^ ='}\ + \^ and using the formula [l94,p.305] 
^S^°^l»^2»°^2»^l»^2'^3»°'l'''"2»"l"*"°^2»°l"*'^2»''»y»^-^ 
= (1-x) ^D^°'2'^l»^2'^3'*^l"^°^2' i ^ » y»^ "^  
in ( 3 . 5 ) , i t reduces to 
r g^" ' ^^x ,y ) F3[A.-n,Y,^A;;i+^i;2.w]t'^= ( l - x t ) " ^ 
n=o n -^ 
( l -y t} -^ ( l -w) -^ FD[^^,Y,a.P;;Jl+^l; i ~ . f ^ . f ? r i ] (3.15) 
(c) Taking w = 0, in ( 3 . 6 ) , gives 
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= F ^ U , S ; l - a , l - ^ , l i ; - y t , - x t , 2 ] (3.16) 
Further , replacing 7^  ,g,a,P ,Ji by l+2A+2vt, l+2ii, -2A , 
-2ti, 1+2^ respect ively and using the formula [196] 
F^[l+2}i+2ii,l+2lA;l+2^,l+2^i,l+2n; x,y,2] = (l+x-y-z)"''-"^^"^^ > 
^ F^Ei +;^+^,l+;>i+H,l+2;i.l+2ii; ^ ^ 4 ^ 2 , d ^ I y - z ) ^ ^ 
in (3 .16) , one obtains 
« (l^2>.2ta)^ ( . 2 V n , . 2 . - n ) . ^ . 1^2A+2p^n,1.2^.fn; = 
n=o ^i+2^)„ ^n tx,y)2FiL 1+2^. J t 
= ( l -y t fx t -z ) ' ^"^ '^ ' ^%[-5 +A+ti,l+A+^;l+2A,l+2}ii-—=^^«^^ 3 , 
^ ^ (l+xt-yt-z)-^ 
-^^^^ J (3.17) 
(1+xt-yt-z)^ 
(d) Taking § =^+5-ti+l and using the formula [38,p. 8I] 
a,P;z oc,P;Z 
F4[a.P;Y,ot fP-n l ;z ( l -Z) ,Z( l -z) ]=2FiC ^ ^2^1^a+P-rH"' 
in (3 .7 ) , y ie lds 
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I, (l-XJ„tU)„(l-g)„ 9*°-"'^ -"^=c.y)2Fi[X-n.SH>VWz] 
n^o 
F*[:\ ,^; l-a, l-§, j i ,>i+S-ti+l ,yt ,zt ,z(l-w),w(l-z)] (3.18) 
§ 4 . SOME NEW GENERATING FUNCTIONS. In 1979, K.C. Mittal [jsd 
obtained some new generating functions for Lagranges poiyno-
mia ls . For th i s he observed tha t by putting S « cc+p in (3.9) 
and using [78 , p.238] 
Fi[a,P,p»iP+P»;x,y] - (l-y)'^^?^ia,^%^+^'i ^ ] (4.1) 
(3.9) yields 
t S i g (a .P ) ( , , y ) t "= ( l - y t ) - ^ ^ ? / " " ^ = ^ ] (4.2) 
The main formulae that K.C. Mit ta l [150] proved are 
J ^ n ^ gj,° ' '^^x,y) F^[7^+n,Y;S.StX,z]t" 
=( i -y t ) - '^F, [ ; , , ;^ ,A.a ,Y,a ;^p,S.S; f f E ^ . n ^ ' U ^ ] 
( 4 . 3 ) 
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* (X) / \ 
-( l'Ytrh^la.y,lJ^.Xio^^ fl2*y f l^'Z. j^;^] (4.4) 
* (A) / \ 
* Fj^U;YfafP;S;Z,xt,yt] (4.5) 
and 
2 1 5 ^ g^«'^)(x,y) p0j-n»S-n)(2)t" 
=(l+4>^S+ni)^(~^) ( | f j ) FQ[-(l)-S-m,-<l)-S-Sn>,-S-m,p,a; 
where FifFo'^a '^^ ^ ^4 ^^ ® Appell 's functions given in 
(78 ,p . 224), Fg, FQ and Fj^  [193] are defined by (2.8-9,2.11) 
and P^°^»^^(x) i s a Jacobi polynomial 
n 
PARTICULAR CASES. Some in teres t ing par t icular cases of (4 .3) , 
(4.4) and (4.6) are as given below: 
( i ) Taking z = 0 in (4.3) and combined with (4 .2 ) , one gets 
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n=o *^* * '^n n 
= ( 1 - y t ) - ^ F2[A,(l),a;S.(rfPv ^ , ^ 5 = ^ ] (4.7) 
( i i ) Taking (j) = S in (4.7) and using the formula [78,p.238] 
F2[a,P,P*iP,(t)',x,y] = (l-x)"Vitcc,P';(J)';-j5f7-^ (4.8) 
i t reduces to 
n=o ^"'^P'n n ^ •«• 
= [l-yt.X]->^ 2^l[;\,ai(rfp-, i ^ = ^ ] (4.9) 
( i i i ) Taking ^2 = 4>+S and using the formula [193 ,p.302J 
=:(l-x) (1-y) ^ F,^[(l)j^,a3^,a2.a3,Pj^,p2tPi;<t>ifa2'*'°'3 
in (4.4) i t reduces to 
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n=o 
= (1-xt)"^ (1-z) ^ F^[p,g,S,^5».;\; a+p,;^+S, ?!+?; 
x t - 1 • 1 ^ • l-3ct •» ^ '^-^-^^ 
where F,^  i s defined by (2.10) 
(IV) Taking ? = offp in (4 .6) and combine with (4.2) one 
ob ta ins 
§ 5 . RELATIONSHIP WITH JACOBI POLYNOMIALS. In 1975, H.M. 
Sr ivas tava and J L. Lavoie [21C] observed from (2.1) tha t 
< " ' ^ ^ ( - ' y ) = " ^ 2 P l t l - ^ . n ; ^ (^-^^ 
and on comparing this result with the known hypergeometric 
representation of the Jacobi polynomials [^3,p.254,Eq( 3)] 
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they e s t a b l i s h e d 
g^'^'^H^.y) - y»p(«^P-l.-P-n)(ax=X) (5.2) 
n " y 
Comparing the genera t ing function (2 .1 ) and the genera-
t i n g funct ion 
E P^ '^ -" '^ -"^(x) t"= [ l + i ( x + l ) t ] [1+ ^ ( x - l ) t ] (5.3) 
n=o n 
of Jacobi polynomials (see P.R. Milch [244] for a p robab i l i s t i c 
proof of ( 4 . 5 . 3 ) , H.M. Sr ivas tava C2LI, p . 4 4 1 , Eq(l6)] gave 
the following r e l a t i o n s h i p : 
p ( a - n , ? - n ) ( ^ ) = g ( - a , - p ) ( . x+1^ . x^l) (5.4) 
n n ^ 
and, acre g e n e r a l l y , t h a t 
g^^ '^ 'Cx.y) = ( y - x ) " p ( - « - ' ' . ^ - n ) ( ^ ) (5.5) 
n n ^ " 
§ 6 . BILATERAL GEhEBATING RELAXICNS, In her 1971 monograph 
E.B. McBride [147] presented a systematic study of the various 
methods of ob ta in ing generat ing func t ions . In 1975, HJ^. 
S r ivas t ava and J . L . Lavoie [210) observed t h a t every spec ia l 
func t ion , which McBride considered as the c o e f f i c i e n t s e t 
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in a bilinear (or bilteral) generating relation* belonged 
to a class of functions $Sj^(x)| 0*0,1,2,... ^ generated by 
^ ^.,n ^ ofn^^^*" • ^^^•^H^^'^'^^J S„(h(x.t)) (6.1) 
where B ^ 0 i s an i n t e g e r , the A^ j^  ^ are a r b i t r a r y constants 
and f tg th are a r b i t r a r y funct ions of x and t . Thus i t 
seemed worthwhile to them to i n v e s t i g a t e an e f fec t ive aethod 
of obtaining b i l a t e r a l genera t ing functions for the S (x) 
defined by ( 6 . 1 ) . With t h i s i n view, they proved the 
following r e s u l t : 
THEOREM 4 . 1 . Corresponding to every sequence S (x) 
generated by ( 6 . 1 ) , l e t 
00 
F q [ x , t ] = S a^ Sq^(x) t " , (6.2) 
where q i s an a r b i t r a r y p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r , and the a ^ 0 
are a r b i t r a r y c o n s t a n t s . Then 
I S^(x) a ^ ( y ) t " = f ( x , t ) F q [ h ( x , t ) , y ^ t / g ( x , t ) } ' ' ] (6.3) 
where o^{y) i s a polynomial of degree [n /q ] in y defined 
by 
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As a p p l i c a t i o n s to c l a s s i c a l polynomials they [210] 
showed how Theorem 4 , 1 , for in t ege r s q >, 1, could be applied 
to derive b i l i n e a r or b i l a t e r a l genera t ing functions for 
those c l a s s i c a l polynomial systems t h a t s a t i s f y a r e l a t i o n -
sh ip l i k e (6»1) • 
For in s t ance they r e c a l l e d t h a t the Herni te polynomials 
H^(x) defined by Rodrigtijes formula 
H^(x) = ( - l ) " e x p ( x 2 ) D ; j \ e x p ( - x 2 ) | , D^ = ^ (6.5) 
s a t i s f y the r e l a t i o n s h i p [I47,p.l4] 
oo n 
^ "nri-n^^^ h = e x p ( 2 x t - t ^ ) H j x - t ) (6.6) 
which is of type (6 .1) with A ,^ ^ = •^» ^ = e x p ( 2 x t - t ^ ) , 
g = 1, and h = x - t . Thus they were led to the following 
app l i c a t i on of Theorem 4 . 1 . 
COROLLARY 4 . 1 . I f 
F(l>[x.t] = J ^ ^ H , „ ( x ) t " . (6.7) 
then 
£ "n^x)M2(y) ^ = exp(2xt - t2) F^^^Cx-t, y t^] (6.8) 
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where 
q, , [n /q] n ^ 
By def in ing a sequence of functions of s eve ra l var iables 
| S ^ ( x j ^ , . . , , x ^ ) I n = 0 , 1 , 2 , « . . . X by oeans of t h e generat ing 
r e l a t i o n 
X n f C x i f - f X v t ) 
nso |gVXj^,.«. ,x^;t; j 
S^(hj^(xj^, . . . ,x^i t ) , . , . . , h ^ ( x j ^ » . . . , x ^ V t ) ) (6.10) 
where f , g ^ h * » ^ are a r b i t r a r y funct ions of Xj^ , . . . ,x and t , 
and the A^^^  ^ are a r b i t r a r y c o n s t a n t s , and m » 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 
they proved the following ex tens ion in s eve ra l var iab les of 
Theorem 4 . 1 , 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . For a r b i t r a r y a^ ^ 0 , n >. 0 , l e t 
•e 




Z S^(x ;^ , . . . ,x^) a^ (y) t"^  » f ( x ^ , . . . , x ^ V t ) 
Fq^p[h j^C X j ^ , . . . , Xy i t ) , . . . ,h^(Xj^ , . . . ,x^ i t ) ; 
y ^ t / g ( x j ^ » . . . , X y ; t ) ] ] (6.12) 
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q 
where the c^ (y) are given by (6.4) 
An application of Theorem 4,2 results in a class of 
bilateral generating relations for the Lagrange polynomials 
defined by (2.1). In fact Theorem 4.2 with r = 2 yields 
r g^°''^^(x,y) M^ (2)t" = (l-xt)"«(l-yt)-^ 
nso n 
F(2) r X Y . 2t^l (6.13) 
^q,2 "-i-xt* 1-yt • " •' vo.ij; 
where the M^(z) are given by (6 .9) with y replaced by z, 
and 
F | , % x , y ; t ] - r a_ g^^Jj'^^ (x,y) t"^ (6.14) 
q»-^ n-o ^" 
for a r b i t r a r y c o e f f i c i e n t s a^ ^ ^ 0, n >, Of and q = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . 
S.K. Cha t t e r j e a [65] a l s o , in 1975, proved the following 
propos i t ion in the case of a s e t of funct ions of two va r i ab les : 
FROPOSmCN 4 . 1 . For a s e t of functions S^(x,y) of order a 
generated by 
oo 
^ An V n ^ ^ » V ^ ^ " = 7 - f ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ( h ( x . y , t ) . j ( x , y , t ) ) (6.15) 
n=o Lg(x ,y , t ) J 
where the sequence of coe f f i c i en t s A i s s e l e c t e d in such 
a Way tha t the s e r i e s on the l e f t of (6.15) gives r i s e to a 
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generating function separated like the right member of 
(6.15), let 
n=o 
where F[x,y,t] is of arbitrary nature, then the following 





Utilizing this proposition one can get a wide class 
of bilateral generating relations of functions or polynomials 
in two variables. In particular S.K. Chatterjea [65 ] applied 
this proposition to deduce the following bilateral generating 
relations for Lagranges polynomials: 
If F[x,y,t] = Z a„ ^l^A^^(^.Y)t" 
n=o 
then (l-xt)-°^(l-yt)-^ F t j ^ , ^ , zt] 
= 2 g^;^^x,y) a^ (z)t'^  (6.19) 
n=o ' 
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Where CT„(Z) « ^E^ ( ^ ^ ) aj^  z . 
A par t icu la r case of (6 .19) , which i s worthy of notice, 
runs as follows: 
I f F [ x , y , t ] = r a- g^" 'P^ (x ,y ) t ^ 
n=o " n 
then ( l - x t ) ' ^ ( l - y t ) " ^ ^ ^ 1 3 ^ ' I ^ ^ * ^^^ 
« Z g^«'P^(x,y) <yn(z)t" (6.20) 
n=o n 
n n jj 
where c_(z) = Z (^) a^ z • 
" k=o ^ ^ 
As a nice application of proposition 4 . 1 , Chatterjea 
[65] considered Lagranges polynomials defined by (2#l)» In 
th is connection he noted tha t in view of the r e s u l t (3«l) of 
Mit ta l and Sharma [151] 
oH-n „ 
Aj^ = ( ^ ) , f (x ,y , t ) ^ ( l -x t ) "* ( l -y t ) "* ' ,g (x ,y , t ) = 1, 
h(x,y,t) s 117t» j(x,y,t) = iLyt* "^i"9 *^ ® notations of 
(6.15). 
Uniting (3.1) with an arbitrary generating relation 
F[x,y,t] . Z a„g^^ (x,y)t", 
n»o 
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Chatterjea obtained from the above proposition the following 
r e s u l t : 
DEDUCTION 4 . 1 . I f F [x ,y , t ] = I a^ ^r^m^^'V^^^* 
n=o " 
then ( l - x t ) " " ( l - y t ) - ^ P t " f e ' I ^ ' ^^^ 
= I gl^i^hxfY) a„(2)t" (6.21) 
n^ so 
n nH-n j^ 
where a^(z) = j^ ^^^nrt-k^ ^k ^ * 
In pa r t i cu l a r , when ro = 0 , he obtained, from the above 
deduction, the following: 
n n . 
DEDUCTION 4 , 2 . If o_(z) = I C )^ a. z" then 
k=o ^ 
where F[x,y,t] = 2 a^^ g^°''^^x,y) t". 
n=o 
Another version of the above deduction, given by him, is 
DEDUCTION 4.3. If FCx,y,t] = E a^ ^ g^"'P^(x,y) t" 
n=o n 
then (l-xt)"*='(l-yt)-^ ^ ^1=^' W t ' *^^  
r g^"'^^(x,y) aCz) t'' (6.23) 
nao n n 
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n n ^ 
where oAz) .= I {^) a,, z • 
As an applicat ion of deduction 4 , 3 , he considered the 
formula (3.9) and from (6.23) obtained 
( l - x t ) - « ( l - y t ) - ^ Fi(>;a .P;S; ^ , ^ ) 
= I g^"'P^(x,y)2F,(.n,V»Si2)t" (6.24) 
nso n ^ J. * 
which nay be compared with (3.13) of Mit ta l and Sharroa [£^2] , 
In 1980, HJ^. Srivastava [2Dli considered a se t of func-
tions A „ ( x j ^ , . . . ,x^) of r variables Xj|^»...»x^, and of 
order n, generated by [246, p .28 , Eq(3)] 
^ ^li.n^u+n (5fi»---»xpt"= ©(x^, . . . .x^vt) \ ( t ) (x^ , . . . .x^ i t ) | 
* 
A ^ ( T i ( x j L f - » x ^ V t ) , . . . , Y r ( x ^ , . . . , x ^ ; t ) ) (6.25) 
where \x i s an arb i t ra ry complex number, the y » n >, 0, 
are su i t ab le constants , and ©, (jJ.'Y'j^,...,/\|/^^ are suitable 
functions of Xj^,... ,x^ and t . He gave the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 4 . 3 . For the functions A J x j ^ f - f X ^ ) defined by 
(4 .6 .25) , l e t 
' ^ § n ' ' ' ^ ^ ^ q n ^ ' l ' - ' ' - ^ ^ ^ W ^ l ' - ' ^ s ) t " ' S n ' ' ' ' ^ ^''^'^ 
where p. and V are a rb i t ra ry cooplex nuabers, p and q 
are posit ive i n t ege r s , andXl. (yj^»...fyg) i s a non-vanishing 
function of s variables yj^ , . . . ,y^ , s >. 1. "^ hen 
eo 
^^^^V+n^^ l ' - ' - ^ r ^ ^nlq.v ^^1 ' ^ s ' ^ ' ^ " 
= e ( x ^ , . . . , x ^ i t ) j( t)(xj^, . . . ,x^;t) j 
^q,V tTL^^l '*"»^r*" '^^ ' ' **»Tr^^ l»*" '^ r ' ^^ ' ' ^ l ' ** ' ' ys ' 
z | t /(t)(x^,. . . ,x^Vt:}^'j ( 6 . r ) 
p»l^ . 
where ^n,q,V ^ ^ 1 " * * ' ^ s ' ^ ^ ^^ ^ polyncmial of degree [n / : j 
in z (with coeff icients involving y j f . j y ) defined by-
^ n , q , i / ( y i " - - ' y s ' ^ ^ 
_Cn/q] ^ ^ j^ 
~ l io ^ i /+qk»n-qkSk ' -n- l i+pk^yi ' - - 'ys^^ ^^'^^ 
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in terms of the constants y,. „ occuring in (6.25) 
r »n 
An applicat ion of Theorem 4.3 r e su l t s in a class of 
b i l a t e r a l generating functions for the Lagrange polynomials 
g^" '^ '{x,y) defined by ( 2 « l ) . These polynomials are known 
n 
to sa t i s fy the generating - function re la t ionship (3.1) and 
Theorem 4 .3 with r = 2 readi ly yields 
COROLLARY 4 . 2 . Let 
Then, for every non-negative integer m, 
J ^ gL^A^^x.y) N^;;;^^ ( z , Z3vw)t" 
= ( l - x t ) - « ( l . y t ) - ^ F^^q [ - ^ , ^ ; z^.-.-.z^-^wt*^] (6.30) 
where the functions N_ ^ ^ (z, »•. •fZ.Vw), n > 0, are given 
by 
P»^ ^ [n/q] nH-n . 
^n.m,q(yi'---'ysV2) ^^l^ ( n V ^k-^tH-pk^Yl ^s^^ 
(6.31) 
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with , o fcourse , y^ and z rep laced by ZJ and w, 
r e s p e c t i v e l y , j = l , * . . , r * 
7 . q-LAGRANGES POLYNOMIALS. Brenke Polynonials [69] are 
defined as 
CO 
A(t)B(xt) = Z P_(x)t'^ (7.1) 
n=o 
so t h a t 
n 
I 
k=o ^^ ^^  = J . n^ Vk ^^  (^ -2) 
where \a^} and |bj^ 'j are arbitrary constants and A( t) and 
B(x) admit the following series expansion: 
A( t) = Zaj^  t^  ^ 
B(x) = Zbj^  x^ 
(7.3) 
Furthermore, with the proper choice of the parameter, 
they form some i n t e r e s t i n g s e t s of orthogonal polynomials. 
These were f i r s t encountered by Al-Salam and Chihara [69j 
P„(x;q;a,b,c) = Z [^ *] i<i''^^)^ic^^^)^^^ a'^"*"^ (7.4) 
where 1 - ( a+ l ) x t + a t^ = ( l - t / a ) ( 1 - t / p ) and 
1 - ( c + l ) x t + c t ^ = ( l - t / j i ) ( l - t /2 / ) . 
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Next, they appeared as the q-Random Walk Polynomials 
of Askey and Ismail [35] 
F„(x»« a.c) = ^ i [ki('.''/°)fc(<'''^^)n-k v""" " - " (^-5) 
Where 1-xt + ct^ = (1 - t / a ) (1 - t / p ) and l - a t + bt^ s (l-t/;^) 
( l - t / n ) . 
In t h i s a r t i c l e we consider an in te res t ing special case 
of Brenke Polynomials in the form of q-analogue of Lagranges 
polynomials. The entire matter of this a r t i c l e is the out-
come of the research work carr ied out by M.A. Khan and the 
present author [l37] and has been accepted for publication. 
We define the q-Lagranges polynomials by means of the 
following generating re la t ion: 
l ^ o [ q ^ - ; x t ] ^(t)JqP>-;yt] = Z g^""' ( x , y ) t " (7.6) 
ns=o * 
On comparing the coefficients of t " on both sides of 
( 7 . 6 ) , we obtain 
9n.q =^<'V) -^ ^ - r ^ i r r a v i ; * ^  ''•^> 
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In [137] t we have proved three formulae involving q-
Lagranges polynomials which we reproduce here without proof. 
These fornulae are 
I r ( „ ) gi;;;^ .^  (x.y) t" V-
n=o fflsso '^ 
»l<t»o[q"'-V^(vft)]i(t)Jq^;-iY(vft)] (7.8) 
^n,q (^'V) = ^ , gn-r ,q(^ 'y) ^r ,q ^^^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^''^^ 
and 
1 ^ ' ' ' •^^ > n I i F ^ [ . n ; . ; z ] g„^q (x,y)t '^ 
n=o 
= i ' tJ^q^'v-^xtd-z)] iCt)^[q^i-;yt(l.z)] 
CHAPTER V 
APPLICATIONS OF q-HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
§ 1 . INTRDDOCTION. The theory of q-hypergeometric functions 
has u n t i l r e c e n t l y ex i s t ed very much in the shadow of o rd i -
nary hypergeometric functions whose app l i ca t ions are so 
widespread t h a t a survey of t h e i r app l i ca t ions would hardly 
be p o s s i b l e . Indeed we might summarize t h e i r appl icat ions 
with the fol lowing paragraph of W.W. Sawyer [ l 9 5 , p . 63] . 
"Bes ides the functions t h a t occur in school work, there 
are many funct ions used by engineers or prfiysicists - the 
Legendre polynomials and the Bessel func t ions , for example -
which are p a r t i c u l a r cases of the hypergeometric function. 
In f ac t the re roust be many U n i v e r s i t i e s today where 95 per 
c e n t , i f not 100 per c e n t , of the functions s tudied by physi-
c i s t s , engineers and even mathematics s tuden ts are covered 
by the s i n g l e symbol ^^ ( a ,b icvx) 9> 
Pr io r to 1960, most of the known r e s u l t s on q-Hyper-
georaetric func t ions had been obtained by £• Heine, C.R, Adams, 
F.H. Jackson, W.N, Bai ley , D,B, S e a r s , W. Hahn, L . J . S la te r 
and R.P, Agarwal. 
This chap te r i s devoted to an expos i t i on of severa l 
areas of pure and appl ied mathematics, physics and other 
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f i e l d s in which q-Hypergeometric functions have assumed 
s i g n i f i c a n t importance, 
1 2 . APPLICATIONS TO THE THEORY OF PARTITIC»4S. The s t a r t i n g 
po in t of t h i s a p p l i c a t i o n l i e s in the following three s iaple 
theorems: 
THBCHIB^ S 5 . 2 . I . Let pkj(ro,n) denote the number of pa r t i t i ons 
of n in to m p a r t s , each of which does not exceed N. Then 
Z I p^(m,n) 2 " q " - T r ^ . Ul < h l ' ^ Ul < 1-
n=o m=o ^^" '^N 
THECRB1 5 . 2 . 2 . Let Qj^(m,n) denote the number of pa r t i t i ons 
of n i n t o m d i s t i n c t p a r t s , each of which does not 
exceed N, Then 
Z Z Q^(m,n) z" q" = (-zq)v, 
n=o a»=o 
The next theorem allows the pasting together of diffe-
rent partition generating functions to produce more complex 
generating functions. 
THE0RB1 5.2.3. Let PjC^jtS^; m,n)(j = 1 or 2) denote the 
number of partitions of n into m parts, where all the 
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parts l ie in S^ and each par t i t ion i s subject to the condi-
tion B . , Let P^ (B , S^\ m,n) denote the number of pa r t i -
tions n of n in to m pa r t s , where S^ = Sj^  (J S2 and B^ 
i s the condition tha t the two subparti t ions of n »ade up of 
parts belonging to Sj_ ( r e sp . $2) sat isfy condition Bj^  
( resp . B^). F ina l ly , we l e t 
f. (z ,q) =2: I P . (B . ,S . ; m,n)z'" q". 
1 J J J 
"^  n=o m=o J J J 
where |zl < Iql""^, |q | < 1. Then i f Sj_r\S2 = 4), 
f3(z,q) = fj^(z,q)f2(z,q) 
tVe remark tha t Theorem 5.2.3 i s an example of a large 
num ber of theorems of this nature. The dis jointness of S, 
and S^ is the e s sen t i a l feature that makes the theorem 
work. 
We now i l l u s t r a t e how par t i t ions and basic hypergeoroet-
r i c functions i n t e r a c t . Theorem 5.2.4 i s a basic hypergeo-
roetric function ident i ty with a par t i t ion- theore t ic proof. 
Theorems 5.2.5 - 5.2.8 are analytic i den t i t i e s that are 
coro l la r ies of Theorem 5 .2 .4 , The f inal three theorems are 
pa r t i t i on - theo re t i c consequences of Theorem 5 .2 .8 . 
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THEOREM 5 . 2 . 4 . For | z | < 1, | q | < 1» 
« (a)„ z" (a z). 
i<^o(ai-iq,z) « Z -T-T = 1 7 7 " 
"^  ° n=o ^^ 'n ^ ' * 
THEOREM 5 . 2 . 5 . (Heine [40 , ( 5 a ) , p . l 0 6 ] ) , s u b j e c t to 
obvious convergence c o n d i t i o n s , 
a , b i q , z ( b ) J a z ) « , c / b , z ; q , b 
2 ^ ^ c ^ ° ( c U z ) , 2»1^ az ^• 
THEORBO 5 . 2 . 6 . (Heine [40, ( 6 ) , p . 1 0 7 ] ) . 
^ a , b ; q , c /ab ( c / a ) J c / b ) ^ 
^ ^ c ( c ) J c / a b ) . 
The following r e s u l t i s l e ss we l l known than Theorem 
5.2 .6 and was found independently in the 1940's by W.N. 
Bailey [39] and J .A . Dauro [74] : t h i s theorem i s the q-analo-
gue of Kuminer's summation [200, I I I , 5 , p . 243] of 
a ,b i - 1 
2^1«-a+l-b •'• 
THEOREM 5 . 2 . 7 . 
a , b i q , - q / b (aqjq^) J - q ) J q V b ^ ; q ^ ) „ 
W • J qa /b ( q a / b ) ^ ( -q /b) , 
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COROLLARY 5 . 2 . 7 . 1 
OP ( a ) q " ( ^ l ^ / 2 
I '-^^^ = ( a q ; q 2 ) ^ ( ^ ) . 
The i d e n t i t y in quest ion follows d i r e c t l y from l e t t i n g 
b —> • i n Theorem 5 . 2 . 7 . 
Our f i r s t app l i c a t i on to p a r t i t i o n s w i l l be to J . J . 
S y l v e s t e r ' s g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of Euler*s p a r t i t i o n theorem 
[219, p . 2 9 3 ] . The proof i s based on one r e c e n t l y given by 
V. Raraamani and K, Venkatachaliengar [ l 8 4 ] . 
THEOREM 5 . 2 . 8 , Le t Aj^(n) denote the number of pa r t i t i ons 
of n in to old p a r t s ( r e p e t i t i o n s allowed) with exact ly k 
d i f f e r e n t p a r t s in each p a r t i t i o n . Let B.(n) denote the 
number of p a r t i t i o n s of n i n to d i s t i n c t pa r t s such t h a t 
exac t ly k sequences of consecutive i n t e g e r s appear in each 
p a r t i t i o n . Then for each k and n, Aj^ Cn) = ^u^")* 
REMARK. E u l e r ' s theorem ae re ly a s s e r t s 
L A (n) = I B ( n ) . 
k=o ^ k=o *^  
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Next we consider a r e s u l t due to H. G o l l n i t z [97, Satz 
2 , 3 , p . 166] t h a t may a l so be deduced from Corol lary 5 . 2 . 7 . 1 . 
THEOREM 5.2«9« Le t Gj^(n) denote the number of pa r t i t i ons 
of n i n t o p a r t s , where each p a r t i s congruent to one of 1, 
5 , or 6 (sBOd 8) • Let H,(n) denote the number of p a r t i t i o n s 
of n of the form b,+ bg+.- .+ b . , where b . >, ^^^i^2 and 
s t r i c t i n e q u a l i t y holds i f b^ i s odd. Then for each n, 
G^(n) « H^(n) . 
Following i s another companion theorem for Theorem 5.2 ,9 
t h a t i s a l so due t o Go l ln i t z [97 , Satz 2 . 4 , p . 167] . 
THE0RB1 5 .2 .10 Let G2(n) denote the number of p a r t i t i o n s 
of n i n to p a r t s , where each p a r t i s congruent to one of 2,3 
or 7 (mod 8 ) . Let H2(n) denote the number of p a r t i t i o n s of 
n of the form bj+ b2+. . • + b . , where b^ >. b .^ i+2 and s t r i c t 
i n e q u a l i t y holds i f b^ ^ i s odd; in a d d i t i o n , b . >. 2 . Then 
for each n, G2( n) = H2(n) . 
§ 3 . APPLICATION TO FINITE VKTOR SPACES. The r e l a t i o n s h i p 
between bas ic hypergeometric s e r i e s and f i n i t e vector spaces 
a r i s e s from the following well-known theorem ( s e e , for 
example, [ l 9 1 , p . 240] ) . 
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THEOREM 5 . 3 . 1 . Let V^ be a f in i t e -d imens iona l vector space 
of dimension n over GF(q), the f i n i t e f i e l d of q e lements . 
Then there are e x a c t l y , 
' ^ (^)k(^)n-k 
subspaces of V of dimension k. 
n 
REMARK. (. ) i s c a l l ed a q-binomial c o e f f i c i e n t or a K q 
Gaussian polynomial . 
PROOF, F i r s t we determine the number of k - tup les of l inear ly 
independent vec tors v^,V2f ••• »Vj^  t h a t e x i s t in V^^ . We 
may s e l e c t any nonzero vector for v , , and s ince there are 
q vec tors in V , we may s e l e c t v, in q - 1 ways. The 
vector v^ must be se l ec t ed to l i e outside the sub-space 
Spanned by v , , and so v, may be se lec ted in q -q ways. 
In gene ra l , v^ ^ must l i e outs ide the subspace spanned by 
Vj^ , . . . ,v^_j^ and so v^ ^ may be chosen in q'^-q ~ ways. 
Hence the number of k - tup les of l i n e a r l y independent vectors 
i s 
( q ^ - l ) ( q " - q ) . . . ( q " - q^"^) (3.1) 
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Each such k-tuples spans a k-dimensional subspace; 
however, two different k-tuples may span the same subspace. 
In fact the number of k-tuples spanning the same subspace is 
j u s t the number of l inear ly independent k-tuples that exist 
in a k-diraensional space, and by (3«l) this number i s 
(q^- DCq'^- q) . . . (q^- q^"^) (3.2) 
Therefore the number of k-dimensional subspaces of V^^ is 
j u s t 
(q"~l)(q"-q) . . . (q"-q^"^) 
(q^-l)(q^-q) . . . ( q W " ^ ) 
q!c(k-l)/2 (,.^)k ( i ^ n ) ( ^ ^ n - l ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n - k ^ l ) 
q k U - l J / 2 (.;L)k ( i - q l ^ ) ( i . q l ^ - i ) . . . ( i ^ ) 
(^)n 
(q),<q) , ^^'k*^'n-k 
n 
k q 
To i l l u s t r a t e how f in i t e vector spaces may be used in 
the theory of basic hypergeometric functions, Andrews [ 2 5 ] 
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proved the following q-analogue of Vanderraonde*s theorem 
[200, ( 3 . 3 . 2 . 6 ) , p.973v E.A. Bender [45] has proved a more 
gene ra l r e s u l t of t h i s na ture us ing f i n i t e vec tor spaces . 
THEORBO 5 . 3 . 2 . For nonnegative in t ege r s ro,n and h , 
h n ro 4 ^ _ I . L J \ nH-n 
q 
    / _ u. . \  
i=o i q '^"i q " < 
n 
REMARK. From the d e f i n i t i o n of ( J , we may rewr i t e the 
^ q 
above r e s u l t as 
q"^.q""iq. q'**'*^^ (q) u (q) 
^ ^ „m-h4-l (q )„ (q) t 
and if we assume |ql < 1, then t h i s r e s u l t follows d i r e c t l y 
from Theorem 5 . 2 . 6 , the q-analogue of Gauss's theorem. 
G.C. Rota and J . Goldman [ l90] and [ l 9 l ] have shown 
how f r u i t f u l the r e l a t i o n s h i p between basic hypergeometric 
funct ions and f i n i t e vector spaces i s ; a t the conclusion of 
[ l 9 l ] they pose a number of problems t h a t appear t o be quite 
important i n t h i s s tudy . In a shor t note [ 1 3 9 ] , D. Knuth 
presented canonica l mappings between c e r t a i n s e t s of p a r t i -
t i o n s , the l a t t i c e of subspaces of V^^ , and the l a t t i c e of 
1?^ 
subsets of l,2,,..,n ; Knuth in this way answered one of 
the central problems posed by Rota and Goldman [191, p.258]. 
A second problem posed by Rota and Goldman concerns 
the extension of the theory of binomial enumeration [192] to 
finite vector spaces. This extension was made in [22]. 
Below we present a brief introduction to this topic. 
Our consideration will be devoted to certain linear 
operators acting on P = R[X] , the ring of polynomials with 
real coefficients. If f(X) £ P, we define n, the Eulerian 
shift operator, by 
T)^  f(X) « f(q® X) = f(AX), (3.3) 
where 
An Eu le r i an d i f f e r e n t i a l operator T is a l inea r opera-
to r on P s a t i s f y i n g the following two condi t ions : 
q"a nr Tl^  = Tl^  T » and T X'^  ?^  0 for each n>0 (3 .4) 
An Eu le r i an family of polynomials i s a sequence of 
polynomials ) p ( X ) • such t h a t p^(X) = 1, p (X) is of 
I J n=o ° " 
degree n, and 
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n p„(XY) = I ( . ) p.(X) yJ p„ .(Y) (3.5) 
j>.o J q J " ^ 
Given an Euler ian d i f f e r e n t i a l operator HT > a sequence 
of polynomials < Pn^'^U ^^ ^^^ sequence of Eulerian basic 
I J n=o 
polynomials for "T i f PQC^) = 1» PQ^^^ ' ^ ^ °^ n > 0 , and 
^ p^W = d - q " ) Pn-i(X) (3.6) 
We now presen t the c e n t r a l theorem r e l a t e d to these 
concepts . Since the proofs are some-what lengthy and 
r e a d i l y ava i l ab le in [ 2 2 ] , we s h a l l for the most par t omit 
them, 
THEORBO 5 . 3 . 3 ( a ) . I f ^Pn^-'^U i s an Euler ian basic 
I Jn=o 
sequence for some Eulerian differential operator, then it is 
an Eulerian family of polynomials. 
(b) If ip (X)t is an Eulerian family of polynomials {•'n'^'ln.o ' 
then it is an Eulerian basic sequence for some Eulerian 
differential operator. 
PROCF. See [22, pp. 351-352]. 
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THEORBO 5.3.4. If ^ P^CX)}]^^ ^^  ^ " Eulerlan family of poly-
nomials and if C^ ^ is the leading coefficient of P^^X), 
then 
p„(X)t" f(Xt) 
Z -J3 _ (3.7) 
where f(t) = Z " ^  (3.8) 
n>o (q)n 
PROCF. See [22, pp. 356-357]. 
THEORei 5.3.5. Let $p„(X)f „_^ and f(t) be as in Theorem 
5,3.4. Then 
f(t) = exp^ Z —^i 
[n>o (q)j^  n 
VVe choose a sijnple example to show how this theory is 
applied. Let 
Dq » (1/x) (1-T)) (3.9) 
Then one t r i v i a l l y v e r i f i e s (3 .4) for D ; hence D-
i s an Eulerian d i f f erent ia l operator ( ca l l ed the q-derivative) 
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Next we def ine 
.n-li Pn(X,Y) = (X-Y)(X-Yq) . . . (X-Yq"'"") ,P^(X,Y)=:1 (3.10) 
Since 
V„(x.i) = ( X-1) (X-q) . . . ( X-q'™"-'-) - ( Xq-1) . . .( Xq-q"^"^) 
(X- l ) (X-q ) . . . (X -q" "2 ) S-
(!-<?") Pn- l (^»i) 
and P Q ( X , 1 ) - 1 , P ^ ( l , l ) = 0, we see (by Theorem 5.3.3) 
t h a t jPn(X, l )>^_^ i s the Euler ian family of polynomials 
assoc ia ted w i t h D- . 
There fo re , by Theorem 5 . 3 . 4 , 
P fX,l) t " e(Xt) 
2 '• " , , = — 7 T - (3.11) 
n>o (q) e ( t ) 
where e ( t ) s I t " 
Since 
P„(X,1) 
we see by Theorem 5«3.4, that 
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e( t) = exp } Z (q) 
.n 
n-1 
n>l (q)n n 
= exp < I .n 
n>.l ( l - q " ) n . 
as exp ) r £ 
n > l Bi>o 
t" q"*" 
n 
= e x p l - Z log ( l - t q " ) | = ( t ) 
1 m>o J 
-1 (3.12) 
Combining (3 .12) with ( 3 . 1 1 ) , we see t h a t 
P„(X,1) t " ( t ) ^ 




(x--^)^( tx) ' ' ( t ) , 
(q)n (tx). (3.13) 
a r e s u l t equ iva l en t to Theorem 5 . 2 . 4 . 
I f we def ine 
^ l-bnq ^ 
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then Y is also an Eulerian differential operator, and if 
<g (X)j- is the related Eulerian family of polynomials, 
then it turns out that [22, (9.4), p. 365] 
g„(X)t" (bXt)„ ( t ) „ ^ ^ 
Z -D = ^ (3.14) 
n>o (q)j^ (Xt)« (b t )« 
If we expand <3r.M in terms of Pj^(X,l) so that 
" - ° ( q ) ^ n>0 (q )„ 
then i t i s poss ib le to deduce [22, f i r s t Eq. ( 9 . 9 ) , p.367J 
t h a t 
t ' ' ( b )„ 
C„( t ) = 2 (3 .15; 
(b t)„ 
Combining (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16), we see that 
[22, second Eq. (9.9), p. 367] 
^ (x-^)„ (b)^(tx)" (bxt), (t)^ 
£ EL»—G = (3.17) 
n>o (q)n(bt)^ (Xt)„ (bt)« 
a r e s u l t equivalent to Theorem 5 . 2 . 6 . 
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o the r important r e s u l t s in basic hypergeoraetric func-
t i ons are deducible from t h i s theory inc luding the Rogers-
Ramanujan i d e n t i t i e s , which are r e l a t e d to the Euler ian 
d i f f e r e n t i a l opera tor ( 1 / X ) ( T I " 2 - TJ"^) , 
F i n a l l y , we note [ l 9 1 , p.252] t h a t when X = q^, Y = q"^  
and X > y , then Pj^(X,Y) i s the number of nonsingular l i n e a r 
t ransformat ions of V^^ i n to Y^^ where the image of V^ has 
only 0 in common with V , a f ixed subspace of V . This i s 
y X 
easily seen, for if Vj^ , V2f.»v^ form a basis for V^ ,^ we 
need only determine the action of a linear transformation f 
on this basis. There are clearly X-Y choices for fCv^^). 
Now f(v2) roust lie outside the space spanned by V and 
fCvj^)* hence there are X-Yq choices for f(v2)« Continuing 
in this manner, we see that the total number of such mappings 
is (X-Y)(X-Yq)...(X-Yq"~"'-) = P^(X,Y). Thus we see the 
relationship between properties of finite vector spaces and 
Eulerian families of polynomials. 
Another more complicated type of nonsingular linear 
transformation of a finite vector space is also studied in 
[22, §ll]v here the Eulerian family is 
,n-j h_(X) = E (J P.(X,1) ?„ .(X,l) U' 
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where U i s a f ixed parameter . The h^(X) a re seen to be 
c l o s e l y r e l a t e d t o what are ca l l ed the q-Hermite polynomials 
[ 5 7 ] , 
j>0 J q 
§4. APPLICATION TO PH/SICS. There have been seve ra l appl ica-
t i ons of bas ic hypergeometric s e r i e s to Physics in recent 
y e a r s . M. Baker and D, Coon [41] have success fu l ly u t i l i z e d 
bas i c hypergeometric funct ions in a s e r i e s of papers ( in the 
Phys ica l Review D) on p a r t i c l e Phys ics . Also N.G. Van Kaopen 
[130] has app l ied bas ic hypergeometric funct ions to f luc tua-
t ions in an e l e c t r i c c i r c u i t cons i s t ing of a condenser and 
a d iode . 
We have chosen as an i l l u s t r a t i o n W. Hahn's solut ion 
to the equat ion of motion of a weight less e l a s t i c cable that 
c a r r i e s n p o i n t masses, where both the weights and mutual 
d i s t ances of success ive masses decrease in geometric prog-
r e s s i o n with r a t i o q, 0 < q < 1 . The s o l u t i o n i s a q-ana-
logue of the Laguerre polynomials; in f a c t , i f the weights 
and d i s tances are constant ( i . e . q = l ) the s o l u t i o n reduces 
to the ord inary Laguerre polynomials. The c l a s s i c a l case 
q = 1 i s t r e a t e d in d e t a i l by 0 . Bottema [ 1 4 9 ] . 
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We consider n-point masses Pj (l<i<.n) on a weightless 
e l a s t i c cable acting only under the force of gravi ty . We 
l e t kj, denote the distance from P^ to P4+i» ro* the 
mass of P, and U.(t) =* U. the displacement of the point 
P, at time t . We denote the tension in the portion of 
cable from P^ to P^ ^^ ^ by S^ .^ The force which acts on 
Wi in the pos i t ive u-direct ion i s then given by 
Consequently the equations of motion are 
Cne now app l i e s the method of Lagrange, making the. 
s u b s t i t u t i o n 
" i = Yi Cos (VH t + 4)) , 
which leads to the following s e t of l i n e a r equat ions for 
the y^: 
Jim^y^ = - — (y2- Yx) ( ^ .D 
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i^-l ^' 
I f we now assume 
m^  = q^"-^ m^, k^ = q^'"^k, 0<q<l (4.3) 
and for s i m p l i c i t y 
"»1 = g '^ ' ^^ 1 ==l=q ^ -^"^^ 
then u t i l i z i n g the s u b s t i t u t i o n 
T.(^) = ( - # Yi+iC^^) ^ - f r . T . i = 0 , T = 1, 
we deduce t h a t 
" ^2 q4 i -5 ^i-a^^"^* 
I t i s now a simple matter to check (by comparing coef f ic ien ts 
of l^^ ) t h a t 
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i T- i,2:,,r„r(r-l)/2 i 
(4.5) 
which is a basic analogue of the Laguerre polynomials. We 
note that 
( . ^ ) i i ( i - l ) / 2 i i 
lim -i T.(n(l-q)) = Z (-1)^ ^ ( J 
q-»l (q ) i ^ r=o r ^ 
= L^ (kn) , 
the i th Laguerre polynomial 
If we now assume that our cable possesses inf in i te ly 
many point masses subject to (4.3) and ( 4 . 4 ) , we sha l l see 
t ha t a q-difference equation arises whose solut ion is 
i*~T«* 
The length of our cable i s in th is case L « k( l -q) . The 
r e s t point i s taken to be P^, and now S, = g (m.^ ,+m._j_2"*'« • •) 
= q V ( l - q ) . Then instead of (4.2) we are led to 
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^ q ^ - i y i = i ( y i - y i . i ) - i ( y i ^ i - y i ) U . 6 ) 
If we w r i t e x = q and V(x) = Yi- i* we see tha t 
(4 .6 ) becomes 
V(q^x)+(k^ix-2)V(q x)+V(x) = 0 (4.7) 
The s imp le s t so lu t i on of (4 .7) ana ly t i c in x a t 0 
may e a s i l y be determined by s u b s t i t u t i n g V(x) = Z A. x-' 
j=o -^ 
i n t o ( 4 . 7 ) . As a r e s u l t , we find 
A. (q^ ' - l )^ = - W " ^ A . J (4.8) 
or 
« ( -1 )^ q^^^"^^/2(^^^)r 
V ( x ) = A . Z - — T ( 4 . 9 ) 
r=o (q).^ 
r 
a q-analogue of the Bessel funct ion 
, , , « ( -1 )^ (tikx)^ 
° r=o ( r ! ) 2 
By the above simple example, we conclude t h a t many prob-
lems r e l a t e d t o a r i thmet ic d i f fe rences have q-analogues in 
which geometric d i f ferences rep lace a r i thmet ic d i f f e rences . 
J u s t as s o l u t i o n s in a r i t hme t i c case many tiroes are hypergeo-
roetric s e r i e s , so are so lu t i ons in the geometric case basic 
hypergeometric s e r i e s . 
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